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The Harmonist Society, an organized religious group,
becare a part of our aeritace by its influence in developing
the American frontier. Its spiritual ancestry originated with
the Pietist movement in Germany durin7 the latter part of
the seventeenth century. George Rapp and his followers, the
organizers of this sect, were products of 'Astern European
religion at the openino of the nineteenth century.
oppor.el -7tionalism, .:ch declared reason
hS the ultirate truth. The historic recore:, of the
Testament were considered r-.1:ths by the Rationalists and
the miracles of the New Testament were regarded as eaggerated
statements of natural facts. All sunernatural elements in
the Scriptures had to comport with Reason. An offense to the
truly pious was a 7uti1ation of the grand old hymns, in which
the religious poetry of Germany so much abounded. Such was
the deplorable state of religion in Germany in the latter part
of the eighteenth century.
3ohann Ferecr, ';arl Arndt, and jaob Spener defended
essential doctrines of Christianity against the prevailinr
skenticism. r:thers Proclaimed the necessity of returnino to
true faith in religion. Cutsroyths of folly and fanaticism
appeared which were confined chiefly to the lowest and most
1
j
i:-orant class of people. Prophecies of Ue illenium endeavored
to ascertain the Second Coming of Christ.
1:11rte7berg became the center of the Separatist movements.
George Rapp, a vine-grower and farmer of the village of
Iptengen, decided to withdraw from the Lutheran church because
of the cold formality of the established church service. So
deep was his religious feeling concerning the doctrines then
preached that he spoke of his views to his friends. His strong
personality and fervor quickly attracted a group of followers.
In 1787 when he was thirty, he bean to preach on Sundays to a
sriall congregation Of friends in his en house. The clerdy
resented the interference with their office and eersecuted
aapp and his su-T. orters who were fined, inpriscned, and
denounced as "Separatists."
An official church investigation of Rapp's activities
produced an order to keep silent because he was no prophet.
His reply, "I am a prophet, and an called to be one," exnlained
the key to his character and his sense of mission. Rapp
believed absolutely in this duty until he died in Pennsylvania
half a century later.
As a result of his preachings and the rersecutions of the
clergy, Papp won, as followers, approximately three hundred
::L;rterherg families within six years. He worked industriously
3n the fir; and accuulated a little prceErty. In 1803 his
adherents decided to emiT-ate to America to seek religious
freehom.
3
Soon after this decision, George Rapp and his scn, John,
came to the United States to prepare for the group migration.
These men purchased five thousand acres of wild land about
twenty-five ri1s north of Pittsburg and sent for their followers,
of whom about six hundred arrived the next year. The Rapps were
wise leaders and the German peasants were industrious and
obedient. They quickly cleared the lands and built houses.
Seemingly, the colony prospered from the beginning.
It is probable that while still in Germany this congregation
determined to establish cormunitarianism, in accordance v.ith
its understandinc of the social theory of Jesus, but each family
retained its propert., until after the arrival in klerLa.
Cn February 15, 15. in the new Pennsylvani colony, the
Articles of Association were drawn ue and siTred, formally
establishing the "Parmony Society." The members agreed "to
cut all their possession . . . land, cash, and chattels
. into a comon fund, to adopt a uniform and si-Tie dross
and style of house." The business of t"e community was to be
administered by Frederick Rapp, George's adopted son. Christ's
life was to be imitated. No distinction was made between the
civil and the religious organization.
Strangers in a stranee land, ignorant of the language,
laws. manners, and customs of the covntry, with scanty resources
and without frierds er established credit, sutject to many




ratience were subjected to a severe test. Nevertheless, in a
few years most difficulties were surmounted, and prosperity
crowned their efforts.
Because of deep religious fervor created by an 1807
revival, the Rappites decided upon formal renunciation of
marriage. All married couples separated, and no further
marriages were to be allowed. It was George Rapp's conviction
that the unmarried state was the higher and holier estate. He
and his son, John, set an example which the remainder of the
society was exhorted to follow. However, the ban on marriage
was not strictly enforced, and some couples continued to have
children.
Acriculture :;(7.-  the societ2,'s rain economic basis,
although the members soc- built a tannery, mills, a woolen
factory, and a distillery. Again, cooperation, able management,
and mass production brought good returns from the fertile
soil, so that from the neighboring area, men rode to Harmonie
to see the fields and admire the fine condition of the crops.
This sect had established a good reputation in the surrounding
country for its industry.
The colony was twelve miles from the Ccnnoquenessing
7,iver, the only convenient route to markets. The land, too, did
not suit the immicrants, for it was not adantable to vfne and
fruit culture, one of their rajor agricultural interests. So,
in 1C14 the Pennsylvania holdings were sold for sloo,cno, and
tho entire community of BOO went down the Ohio in flat boats to
a.,
1.-oi1d a new home just above the routh of the ';'abash River in
Indiana Territory. Pere in a new village, amain named '!'armonie,"
the Germens repeated their achieverents which caused envy and
surprise to their Hoosier neighbors.
After ten years in Indiana, Rapp once n'ore crew restless;
Frederick concluded that the western country was not developine
fast enough to provide markets necessary for the absorption of
the industrial output of the Society; the currency problem
became annoying; the neichbors were envious, jealous and sometimes
troublesome. The decision was cede to sell the entire assne.bly's
holdings to the ETitish philanthropist, Rcbert ('won of New
Lanarl:, Scotland, and to return to Pennsylvania near the former
settle- t . Fence the colonists repeated the process of planting
their fields and establishing their industries.
with Gecrge Rapp's death in 1847, the work was carried on
by trustees, hut no one could successfully follow the for7ner
leader. The community creu steadily smaAer and in 'ino there
were but a half dozen members living. The affairs of the Society
were finished in 1905 by authority of the united States Supreme
Court as a result of a suit brought by a former merher who had
withdrawn fron the Society.
The i.arnonist Societ2,, one of the ,eost successful ventures
in cormuea7 livinc in ;'.ncrica, existed as a comunity for tecn:ty-
seven years and built three to-!ns. %rine the whele tirn. the
Harmonists lived more comfortably than most western settlers.
•••••••
This thesis attenpts to present a vier; (f the Harmonist Society
during its period in Indiana, 1814-1824, and to fit it into the




Militant democracy characterized the American republic
during the first half of the nineteenth century. There was
motion, change, and restlessness.1 The era challenged
traditional beliefs and institutions. Growing industrialization
and urbanization in the East, new means of comunication and
transportation, advanced mechanization in industry, new
marvels of invention and science--all v:ere disquietin influerces.2
The-Arerican Pe:olution had ideally proclaired ricts
of the individual in political affairs. A social and intellectual
revolution was also evident. Dissatisfaction with the repressive
doctrines of Calvinism had developed, and an insistence on
absolute freedom of the individual in religion was begun.3
An expanding West, the land of limitless opportunities,
beckoned. The wilderness appealed to men as a clean page on
which to write a new chapter in the story of man's struggle for
•
1
Frederick Oackcon Turner, The  Frontier in Prerican Pistol
vork: Penry :'olt and Co., 1929, p. 2,54.
2Alice Felt Tyler, Freedom's Ferment (Minneapolis:











a more perfect society.4 There, every individual whether
originally primitive or highly civilized, could find himself
and his place in the uni,.erse.5
The "Men of the Yestern Waters,' as they loved to cP11
themselves, were chiefly free from the restraints of the older
settlements and of Europe. The lands, in this vast area,
practically free, furnished an opportunity for ren to shape
their own philosophies of life. The ideal of the West was its
emphasis upon the worth and possibilities of the common ran,
belief in the right of man to rise to the highest achievement
of his own ability un,_r conditions of a mobile society.
en came to this „...ntry for diverent 7 r
generations life promise:: mere in the new torld than in the old.
:lany .ere members of the underprivileged classes: they wanted
a better world and there was no more desirable one in their
eyes as a refuge from econohic stress than Arerica. colLe of
them thought of an improved life in terrs of religion, others
as a means of escape from political oppression. Many shared
the dream of escape to a new environment where their social
dreams could be converted to things of flesh and blood.7 To
the pee.EPnt and the artisan of the nld torld, bound hy the
41,rthur Eugents =cstor, er., Backwoods Utopias (ic.ndon:
'xfo!d University Press, 19E0), p. 1.
5Charles A. Beard and nary F.eard, ine 1-:.erican Spirit
(:Iew York: The MacMillan Co„ 1942), p. 1.
6Turner, Frontic?r, p. 261.
Tv. F. Calverton, AnPels Dared to Tread (indienapolis:




chains of a social class, the Vest offered an exit into a free
life and greater well beina. Whatever the reason, America was
a way cut, a paradise to be attained. So thoucht thousands of
i.-31-iirants. America offered, therefore, a freedom to experiment
with new institutions.8 Freedom to practice the articles of
their faith, no matter how peculiar they might be, together with
the possibility of economic security, turned nany cults to
America. The frontier offered land, livelihood, and solitude
to both European and American religious experiments.
9
Religion has always been a poerful motivating force,
v:ith stran:e and various results.
10
For nearly two thousand
y?crs —en and WO7er. C - the heretical sects hav-. atterTt,-,d to
live accordina to the rrecepts of the Sermon on the Mount. Mary
of them have established s- - 11 cocieties of a communistic
nature, based upon the supposed practice of the Apostolic
Church, as described in ,-.cts 4: All that believed were
together, and had all things common and were of one heart, and
of one soul.
For its first century and a half in Arerica, the
comrunitarian point of view was associated with religion.
Certain religious doctrines lay behind the belief of the
8Festor, Utopias, r. 1.
9-lyler, Ferment, p. "S.
1 °Elizabeth .-r-Ath Denehie, "The Harmonist ':overent in







Protestant sects in the high fission of small, separate, Furified
bodies of believers. In these communitarian cults the idea of
conversion was carried over explicitly from the individual to
society itself. These groups believed that the small voluntary
experimental community should bring about reform in such a
harmonious manner that the great world outsfde would imitate
its successful experiment without coercion or conflict. 14ember-
ship in a community was a matter of individual choice. The
whole process by which communitarianism was expected to spread
and remake the world was conceived in noncoercive terms.12
The emsis upon voluntary action ret the American
concept of freedcm which stressed civil liberties for the
individual. - Frontier conditions and democratic ideas
encouraged the formation of voluntary associations. The ereat
French observer, Alexis de Tocqueville, saw an outstanding
characteristic of the American.Pepublic:
I met with several kinds of associations in
Amc,rica and I have often admired the extreme skill
with which the inhabitants of the United States
succeed in proposing a common object for the
exertions of a great many men and in including
them voluntarily to pursue it. . . .13
This communism of the early sects, often adopted through
necessity, offered decided advantages in the planned economy of
the rooperativc enterprise. If well Tnanaeed and carefully
12Tk., '2p. .
13:.lexis de Tocqueville, Denocracv in -Tsg.-ica, trans. by
Henry Reeve, rev. by Francis Bower, ed. by Phillips r-radley (2
vols.; i!ew York: tiEnry C. Lan9ley, 1845), II, 115.
••••
su;:ervised, the religious community soon becae a prosperous
concern with rapidly increasing assets. For many members,
security and plenty were prized above independence and the
opportunity for individual gain.
These groups strove to harmonize their social life
with their religious concepts. They were utonians who believed
it possible for man to live differently, to organize his
existence after a new economic and social pattern. Their
belief in communism included practicing it. Any individual
who failed to do so was excommunicated and exiled. Their
laws were mostly unm-itten, but they were more sacre than
mitten oe.:s.
14
The idea cf progress the indi./' al's
importance undermincd the ole doctrines of ..sction and
predestination. Rebellion against Calvinism caused the
pecTle to turn eagerly to evangelical Protestanism.
Emotionalism replaced rationalism. This great religics
awakening after 1800 led to schism and disruption in old
churches and was partly responsible for a wide variety of
reform movements. The Middle rest was swept by a religious
fervor. The two movements, Revivalism and Corrunism, seemed
to he associated although the creeds apparently opposed each
other. The sevivalists had for their great Yea the
14,,alverton, Anrels, p. 16.
11
12
regeneration of the individual soul; tj- c2 idea of the Communists
was the regeneratien of society, which is the soul's environment.15
The frontier in reerica offered the new cults freedom to
practice their creeds. the European relicious sects
arriving at the beeinnine of the nineteenth century was that
ef .7;eoree app with his followers. Their nrirary 0.iect was
free and unhampered exercise of their 1.rticles of Faith and
the preservation of their inteerity by removing the influence
of an infidel world. Unlike the majority of the other con-
temporary communitarian societief-, this rour had no peneral
'4:!ecries of social reconstruction, rade no proea:2anda or
communism, and established its settlements, not as an object-
for its :eLirs, but as a retreat for t.' members.
16
The reculiar religious beliefs Fr:r! rractices and the
sectarian nature of the Varmonist Society distinguished it
fro- other comrunities.17
15,echn Limphrey Noyes, History of .--erican Sccialism 
(Philadelphia: House Publishers, Ltd., 1370), p. 24.
16-ihe terms, "communitarian" and "communistic," are
used interchanceably. The reaning in-plied is a coteree'ty or
society which shares in the work and the products.
17
Morris Hillquit, History of  Socialism in the ":nited
States (New York: Funk and Wagnalls Comany, 1903), n. 25.
CHAPTER II
"BUILD YE"
At the beginning of 1814, the great fertile tract of the
Indiana Territory was still almost a wilderness. The only
substantially settled porticn was the narrow strip of thirteen
counties bordering the Ohio River. The total population was
approximately 40,000. Except for Indian hostility, this
productive area would probably have been settled much sooner.'
Less than three years before, on November 7, 1811, the Eattla of
Tippecanoe had been fought. Cniy a year and a half earlier
young Zachary Taylor had made his heroic eferiF.e against
an all night Indian attack, September 4-5, 1812, on Fort Harrison
2
(Terre Haute).
In :anuary, 1814, about a thousand Miamis assembled at
Fort Wayne to secure necessary food. The United States govern-
ment officials met them with ample hospitality, and other Indian
tribes soon followed the MiarrAsi example. The distribution of
food to these tribes,with other acts of kindness, won their
lasting friendship. The federal government and the Northwestern
tribes afterward signed general treaties that opened the way for
1 Niles' Resister, VI (August 6, 1814), 34.
2
Russ T. Lockridge, The  Old Fauntleroy_Home. (New Harmony:





Throughout this year many rioneers emic:rated into
the Indiana Territory. Peace with Critain in the latter part
of Decerber caused all the older settled districts near the
47hio to receive a large addition to their area. Land sales
increased with immioration; at Vincennes the increase was 245
percent over the precedino year.
5
"ono the ordinary settlers who flocked to Inriiana were
4
representatives of the various Eastern relicious and economic
ideas. (7eorge Psapp and his adherents from Pennsylvania were
a-ong these.
6 
Although the Harmonists had been prosperous in
V-eir first colony, certain conditions became unsatisfactory.
They had located their settle-ent te1v Ths -Fror; t'e
Connoquenessirr_7 River, znd as their comrunit: crew from a
agricultural economy to diversified industr:. 1,ransportation
7 ,inadequate. rrederic% Tlapp, the business ranaoer, thought it
would be profitable to secure Western markets for their manufactured
products. .!,lso, it was believed the climate in the West was conducive
to grape culture. The status quo in Pennsylvania no lcncer satisfied
George Rapp.
3
History of  Posey County, Indiana (Chicaco: Goodspeed
Publishinc Co.. 1866), p. 118.
Colonel M. Cockrum, Pioneer History of Indiana (rakland
Cll.', Ind.: Press of 7'a:(1.anc.: City ,:ournal, 1907), pp. 284-85.
. aid° F. "itc!iell, "Indiana's r,rowth: 1q12-1320,"iniina7"acazire of_Histcci, X (nece-hrr, 1914), 376.
6
Logan Esary, ',istory of Indiana (Indianapolis: 14. K.
Ftev,art Co., 1915), p. 248.
7.
uchn H. Duss, The Harmonists (Harrisburg, Pa.: The





In the early spring of 1814, George Rapp, John L. Eaker,
and Lewis Schreiber left Western Pennsylvania to find another
wilderness haven.
8
 They buarded a river boat for Louisville;
however, they rode horseback wherever necessary to examine care-
fully every possible site. Their introductory letters to
Louisville's leading citizens provided them a friendly reception.
Early in !;ay, the explorers went to Vincennes, a small frontier
settlement and fort which was the seat of the 1:abash area. These
men scrutinized all the available Indiana tracts at the land
office and chose Nathaniel Ewing, of Ewing and Badollet as their
aent. John Badollet vas the Federal land agent.
9
lar e Posey County section some miles below Vincennes,
sloping from gentle hills to the fertile Yatash River plain,
impressed then. The explorers did not hesitate long but purchased
7,000 acres of a 30,000 acre uncleared tract, and secured an option
on the remainder. They bought for $2.00 per acre most of the land
from the United States land office, and a small portion from
private individuals at prices from $2.00 to $8.65 3/4 cents per
acre.
10
Their ability to buy such a large quantity of Indiana
land showed their recent prosperity in Pennsylvania.
9
John C. Andressohn, 'Twenty Additional 7.appite !!anuscrintS,"
Indiana  r,E1c:ezi!.e of History, XLIV (March, 1948), 87.
10John S. bole, The Harmony  Societ.,, ed. by M. D. Lerned,
reprinted from Gerr3n Arserican Annals, II (Philadelphia:
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I:ell pleased with their accomplishments, Papp, raker, and
Schreiber returned to their home. rather Rapp, with 'the eye of
hene," saw in te ney location a pleasin-7 prosnect for "great and
beautiful" plans. re wrcte that there was sufficient pasture for
sheep; the land was yell-watered and without stones; the fields
and meadows were level as a floor, still there was enough grade
for drainage. Conforming to Rapp's ideas, his followers would
be farther removed from enervatinr contact with the outside world,
and they would be less likely to become dissatisfied with their
mode of life by ccmarison with others.
11
In June, 1214, a5out a r., onth after the first land purchase,
the one hurdr? ;tie me7ber vancuard of Tather-7app's associates,
ith John Be.ker as lea', uoled up thE Tabash River to the new
location. There, in a 7-eadow adjoining the riPr, the Focioty
laid out its second "Harmonie." Numerous hardships faced the
settlers this first summer. The Rappites, as People in Indiana
called the:, soon discovered that their new home was not a
serpentless Eden. The first breaking of the bottom ground
released mosquitoes which transmitted malarial germs to the
settlers and the death rate was enormous.
12 
Unusually hot
weather and primitive living conditions in the temporarily
hiiit sod-huts aooravated the spread of the ralarial fever.
George 7. Locwood, The New Parmonv :ovement (ew York:
. :.ppleton znd C:.. 19(15), p. 16.
12The undrained marshes, by the decay of vegetotion,
frrished a natural 11,1-1:itat for the breeding of mcsquito,n. The
ralarial germs, transmitted by these insects, found easy ilccess




The epidelAe subsided with the coming of cooler weather, and the
stronger mer'hers erected better quarters.
13
George Rapp and the
first detachrent of Earmonist families arrived at McFadlen's
Landing, now called Mt. Vernon, on the !Thio River, in 9cto5er,
1814.
14 The young and strong, both men and waren, fror the two
to three hundred settlers, remained to cut a wagon road a!ld to
walk to the new Wabash location fifteen riles from Mt. Vernon by
land. The larger portion continued in flat boats to the mouth
of the river and from there up the stream in keelboats.
15
This
latter devoted band spent its first night on a chosen site under
an oak tree where Father Rapp later built his ransion. The r..,enle
knelt and asked divine hlessir-s upon their enternrise, after
vhich they sang songs of hope and cheer.
16
As soon as the land party merters reached the present town
site, they began a camp of bushes. A magnificent forest of
poplar, black walnut, oak, and .other varieties of trees with a
dense cane undergrowth covered the land. The workers lost no
13
Lockwood, !!,ovement, p. 16.
147
he history of Posey County begins w"-er, the pioneer,
iliiam McFadden, the founder of "McFadden's 21uff," now knew'',
as Mt. 7ernoo, and others carped at this site. Y. P. Leonard,
'Iisterv and Directory of Posey County (Evansville: A. C. Isaacs,
?Tinter, ITt767), p. 20.
15
Edard Travers Cox, "in fld (2.Ettlerent: The I:in-monist
Colony at icw Parmony," Indianacolis hews, (18C3), in Indiana
Magazine of Eistori, XXXV (june, 1939), 185-86.
16Lockridge, ome, p. 2.
'
19
time providing temporary log houses to shelter the whole community
which arrived as fast as the flatboats and keelboats could bring
them.
17
The log houses, hurriedly constructed, had no floors save
the ground, for it was very difficult to obtain any plank.
Shadrack Stallings, who lived on the Princeton Road, and Nero,
a negro man he had brought with him from North Carolina, cut what
plank they could with a whip-saw. A neighbor who had a sawmill
on Black River supplied them with some planks, but not enough for
the comfort of so many families.
18
The Harmonists worked from daylight to dusk, directing
all their enery to clearing and and readying it for spring crop
plantirg. They ate their meals in the field, their principal
food being flour and real which they had brought with them. When
they returned at night, they worked by lantern light building
fences around their dwellings, preparing the ground and planting
gardens. They alloted space around each house for a vegetable
garden and as a precaution against fire.
19
The first settlers
performed miracles by systematic work, and when the remainder of
the Rappite colony, some 800 men, women, and children came during
the next twelve months, it found much of this wilderness spot
under cultivation.20 Frederick Rapp arrived Way 25, 1815, acter




20Lockridge, F,orce, p. 3.
20
having completed the sale of the Pennsylvania property. !'e was
eell satisfied with the progress the new colony had already rade.
Pe wrote to David Shields, July 7, 1315, that immense work had
already been done ,,rith 125 acres in corn eight to ten feet high;
the harvest had already begun, and the wheat and rve were very
According to Frederick's plan, surveyors from Vincennes
laid out the village in four sections on the higher land a quarter
of a mile from the river. Four streets were to run north and
south and six east and v:est.
22
An east-west road led to
'incennes; another led south to t. Verner' and 7eetown.
23
They named the streets or industries established t.,cre; for
example, Tavern f7trer2t, Brewery Street, ad -ill Street. 2'
Since the iariionists intended from fee first to re!lece
the terporary buildings with frame and brick houses, the colonists
had lAaced these log cabins at the back pert of the different
lots leaving sufficient space to erect the future homes without
having to move out of their old ones.
25
The dwellings now
constructed were all similar because the Rappites believed in
21
Bole, Societl, P. 75.
22
Jo!-in P. Folliday, "An Indiana Village, New Farmerly,"
Indiana Eistorical Society Publications, V (1914), 210.
23
Duss, Parmonists, p. 40.
oleir, rmonist Construction; Indiana Hist4rica1
Society Publications, XXIII (1964), 57.
25-.
elllian Newnhem Blaney, Excursion through  the United
States and Canada_duripq the veers, 1822-1323, reprinted and ed.
by Tarlue Lindley, Indiana as_seen by Early Travelers,
(:ndianapolis: Indiana Historical Commissicn, 191-61, TI, 286.
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22
equality. They were plain frame or brick buildings extending to
the sidewalks. The sides that abutted the streets usually had
no doors. The doors and Entrances were reached through a lot
26
fence gate.
The HarTonists achieved ease in house production through
standardization of parts and mass productn. They prepared
timbers at the mill and marked them with the proper erection
numbers. hen they wished to build a house, they took the
proper item numbers to the site and assembled the framework on
the ground, making the final adjustment r:Jer conditions which
did not require the weight of the tirter to be supperted. The
picces fitted together under actual construction because of this
intermediate .step. Square pegs driven 1-. to round holes in the
framing fastened nr• -ortise and tendon joints.
27
The two story houses illustrated the well-formulated -
plans of the construction, as well as the good taste and
ingenuity adapted by the Farmonists. The various devices
developed and used by them produced comfortable and lasting
homes. Aside from stable design and proportion, sound
engineering principles characterized the houses. The footings
for the walls were large flat stones buried well below the
frost line. The fcotincs for the chirneys were separate from
those of the walls, thus discouraging differential settlement.
c:,-,•tr- of s1.5floor ventilation kept their cellars cool and
26Richard Owen and Dr. J. cchneck. The !-Astory PC !'ew 
Lcr-unv. Indiana (Evansville, Ind.: Courier Cu., 189)1-, p. 4.
27
Elair, "Harmonist Construct-ton," p. 67.
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the flcor timbers dry. This system consisted of a tunnel about
eig;Iteen inches square s1opin9 from the outside to the floor of
the cellar. The heavier cool air settled down this tunnel and
displaced the warred, lichter air, forcina it out of the cellar
by way of a window located on the opposite side.
28
The chiTneys were located to one sie of the center of
the house, allowing them to serve more than one rope.. The
Pappites used a forr cf insulation called 7utch Biscuits"
3 between the first floor and the second floor, preventing upper
story noise fror annoying thos,:? on te first. nther "biscrits"
placed in the attic prevented heat transfer throueh the roof.
A "Dutch '2iscuit" was made by 1:rappinG straw and read aroure' a
piece of wood about fear inches wide and one inch t -̀eick. The
ens of this wood ''ere installed in grooves prepared for the:..
The walls of the frame houses were filled with a special type
brick as insulation; this sane brick was used to fill the voids
between the framework in the interior dividing walls of both
29
types of houses. Poplar and walnut, with their close grains
offering resistance to insects, were the favorite materials for
framing. !.lussel shells Gathered from the Vabash, burned and
ground, provided an excellent lire substitute for the mortar and
plaster.
':"ppite furniture reflected the peasants' att'tude toward







chairs were made to fit the individual, and were both solid and
comfortable. The rope beds were fitted with billowing featherbeds
and pillows, the feathers furnished by the great flocks of geese.3°
Father Rapp's large brick house in the shape of an "L"
occupied the south corner of the main intersection.
31
This house
oas larger than the other homes.32 George Flower, a sturdy trail
blazer who visited Farmonie in 1819, remarked: "Contrasted with
the cabins of the people, stood the large brick mansion of
George Rapp, completed, fenced, furnished and occupied."33
Thomas Hulme, an early English traveler, declared in amazement,
that "the dwelling house they have built for their nastor more
resembles Bishop's palPce than the humble dwelling place of a
mystical teacher of the principles of the Primitive Church."34
The Duke of SaAe-Weimar in sarcasm wrote that "the large well-
built brick house had been equipped with two lightning rods."
He remarked that "the man of God, it appeared, took special
315IPiq-
31"Harmony, Indiana," Niles' Register, XIII (September 6,
1817), 20.
32The inequz,lity of Rapp's house shows the supreme
authority of George Rapp who was revered as a prophet and a saint.
33  George Flower, History of the Erolish Settlement in
Edwards County, Illinois, Founded in 1817 and 1212  by Morris
Birkbeck and George Flower, Chicago Historical Society's
Collection (Thicago: Fercus Printing Co., 1892), 1, 61.
34Thomas Hulme, Journal of a  Thur in  western Countrirn
of America, Ed. by Reuben Gold Thwaites, Early ;Astern Trrcls





c.od care of himself since this as the only house equipped
with lightning rods."
35
Spacious and electant gardens further distinguished this
house. The Duke of Saxe-Weimar, after his visit in 11:24 to the
cm-iunity, commented that Rapp's garden was the usual flower
garden of a rich German farmer. In the greenhouse were several
large fig trees, an orange, and a lemon tree.
36
Among the first buildings constructed was a large frame
church, with a belfry seven stories high, and a clock whose
face was eignt feet in diameter.37 The wheels of this clock
were strong enough for a grist mill: it struck every quarter
hour on the little bell and rceated the hour on the great
bell. It could be heard for many miles beyond the lands of the
eolony.38 This building was replaced in 1822 by a huge brick
structure which with its steeple, clock, end bell was the most
conspicious building in the village.39 This large meeting _hall,
erected on a stone foundation, had a high nave supported on
columns thirty-five feet high which reached to the dome with a
lookout from the top.4°
35Bernard, Duke of Saxe-Weimar, Travels Through North America
during the_years, 1825-1826, in Lindley, Indiana, II, p. 427.
261bid
37Lockwood, rovement, p. 16.
3°'Cox, "ATI Old Settlement,' p. 186.
39Karl J. Prngt, r;ecrge Pon's Harmcny Society, 1785-18.17 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 196r), p. 204.
40Owen and Schneck, History, p. 4.
a
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The brick church was a curiosit . Father Rapp, it was
acquired the plan in a dream. The building was in the form
of a Greek cross 130 feet east and west and 120 feet north and
south. There were four entrances, each one closed by lofty
folding doors; the doorF were opposite and 120 feet from each
other. Over one of the immense doorways, desicned by Frederick
Rapp, a great rose was carved under the date of 1322, followed
by the inscription from Micah 4:7, which in the German Lutheran
version read, "And thou tower of Eder, the stronghold of the
daughter of Zion, thy golden rose shall come, the former dominion,
the kingdom of the daughter of Jerusalem."
41
The eindows in the
ueper part of the building were obliquely oval. There were three
floors; only the lower one was used for oublic worsip; the
second, equally good and well lichted, was pret'e'ely desioned for
some public purpose; the upper one was merely a very spacious
loft of considerable height. The upper story was supported by
twenty-eight pillars of walnut, cherry, and sassafras. The walnut
pillars were six feet in circumference and twenty-five high; the
others were twenty-one feet high with proportionate circumference.
42
Frederick Rapp had gone to considerable trouble to get the
church's bell. Fe had written to Barker and Company in Liverpool,
fleland, and had ordered one to weigh between fifteen and sixteen
I,undred pounds, stating that it was chiefly intended to notify
nareleular hours of the day to the members .ho -icht t'e occupied
41Duss, Harm-lists, p. 41.
' 42
Flower, Eistory, p. 79.
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in different, and at times distant, parts of the settlement. Pe,
therefore, asked that the sound not only be solemn but loud. The
bell was shipped to New Orleans and sent up the Mississippi and
'Thic to the town on the Wabash.43
European travelers were irpressed with the magnificence
cf the church structure. William Febert of London wrote, "I
can scarcely imagine n2solf to be in the wilds of Indiana on the
borders of the Wabash while passing through the long and resounding
aisles and surveying the stately colonnades of this church.' 
The Rappites also erected four large brick buildings
which served as common lodging and boarding houses for the




a n of unpleasant episodes with river irates, Father 7.app
cut it wise to construct another large building which could
he used both as a oranary and fortress. The lower story was
of freestones three feet thick taken from the "cut-off," one
branch of the Wabash River which separated for two miles below
L'amonie. This first floor was made with loopholes which were
protected by iron gratings. The upper story was of brick, and
served as a granary. The roof was rade of brick tile. Reportedly,
this building was connected by an underground passage way with
the of "r. Papp's brick dwelling.
43Arndt, Society, D. 204.
44 - . .1111ar liebert. 1. Visit tr) 14-..? Colon', of Harmony in
 in tho r-,ited States of C.r. erica, recently rurchsed la
r'wen for the Establishment of a Society of ;.lutual Cooperation
(London: Printed for Georgeltin, 1824), p. 335.
45
rven and Schneck, History, p. 4.
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Since there was no store in this entire region and because
not only the merters of the Society but also their neichbors were
in great need of supplies, a building to serve as a store was
teoun early in 2ecember, 1814, and moved into on January 2, 1815.
The first 7appite tavern vas a frame building that stood at the
corner of Tavern and Main Street. 1;:illiam Faux, an English farmer,
on his visit, found "a large and comfortable brick tavern, the
best and cleanest which I have seen in Indiana. . . I slept
in a good, clean bedroom, four beds in a room, one in each
corner; but found bad beef, though good bread, and hich charces."
46
Morris 2irkbeck, another traveler, said, "The kind and hospitable
treatrent we experienced at our tavern, formed a cood contrast
to the rude society and ,,-etched fare we had left bphird us at
the Skillet-fork.'47 .(•2 .ery stood at the head of Bre.,:ery
Street.
48
ether industries located in the business block were
a linen mill, a cotton mill, a woolen mill, an oil mill, a brick
yard, and a distillery. The'srall shops of the various trades
included blacksmiths, wheelwrights, cccpers, carpenters, tanners,
shoerakers, and others.49 The Rappites built a dam to furnish
46,-illlar ,aux, jcura1 of a Teo- to the U.S. (London:
Printed for 1% Simpkin and R. Marshall, 1823), p. 264.
47_ .
_orns 7firbPek, :ct.es co a Jcurrcv in 7m:erica, from
the Ccest of Vircinia, to the Territory of Illircis (hiladelrThia:
7rintf-A by T. !*iiicr, ifl7, . 129.
- FistorY of Posey County, p.• 381.
49





'sn Gressing's Creek, a fine streari of at•-. r for
nine to ten months of the year, they located a sawmill.
51
In an editorial of the New Harmony Tires, May 22. 1931,
'Ir. Clarence E. Volfe described a map made of the town as it 1-as
during the Rappite period. The map not only showed the positions
of the houses and streets, but told also where the punos and
water troughs were; the ovens where the community bread was baked,
one of these usually being apportioned to each square. Surrounding
the town on the Uest side was an orchard; on the South section was
the goose meado!, the pasture for colts and the sheep pastures:
on the north was the brewery and the distillery rTadow; Cr the
:ast was the for the brood mares.
52
An English- can, . Milian Courtney, jr. his cor7ents on
his vsit to 'riar, c-e in 1819, rentioned the school which with
other valuable buildings was interspersed among smaller buildings.
He noted that the school appeared to be well conducted by a
respectable tutor who had a large number of scholars of different
ages and of both sexes--all c14:.an, neat and orderly.
53
"r. ,lohn
Hellish reported that the youth were kept at school until the age
50Florence (.7. :.*.cEhane, "Old Papnite Town has Rorantic
ictory," plincis Central :lanazine, October, 1923, p. 18.
51Arndt, 4ciety, p. 153.
52,
rchives, !:orkingrren's Institute, New Harmony,
Indiana. .
"Arndt, Sociely, p. 205.
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ourteen; they were taught both the German and the English
language, with writing and arithmetic.
54
The building and r-aintenance of the Labyrinth, a
horticultural desisn of flowering shrubs and trees, symbolized
the Rappites' faith in the approaching millenium. It was built
in a circuitous plan to puzzle people on how to reach the small
temple in the center. The exterior of this building was rough
but the interior was smooth and neatly furnished. George Rapp
had sought to show his followers the difficulties of attaining
a state of peace and social harmony.
55
The noundless surface
of the Rappite cemetery bears witness to the fact that the
community was one of perfect equality, except for the exalted
position of George Rapp hirself.56 The 230 members of the
Harmonist Society who died during the ten years they were in
54
John Mellish, Travels in the United States of America 
in the years 1806 and 1807 and 1809, 1810 and 1811, including 
an account of passages betwixt America and Britain and Travels 
through various parts of Great Britain, Ireland,  and UnTer
Canada (Phil-adelphia: Printed and published by Lockwood,
1812), II, 94.
55Ibid. •p 14., 
56Father ;•Lp7 s T.,-,:c71r, did not depart from their
buri,31 custom at his death in 1['.47. His remzins,enclos,:d in
a plain coffin, were taken during the evening twiliht to
the orchard where he was interred under the apple trees with




lediLna fror: 1314-1E24 were at death laid to rest undr_- r the trees,
with only the elders as witnesses.
57
Ceyond the village were the vineyards, pruned orchards,
pastures flecked with cattle and fields--square, °blue, and
triangular--"glowing in the sun with parti-colored crors of
clover, wheat, and yeung maize, that stretched four miles along
the broad river bottom." 
58
nr. Flower who helped found an English
settlement in Edwards County, Illinois, remarl:ed that it was
surprising to see the extent of clearing accomplished and the
number of buildings erected by this band of organized laborers;
and equally surorisine to see the neatness, order, plenty, and
apparent content. P.e noted that 'the long rows of neat cabins,
eech with a small veil-fenced carden in front with its vegetables
and flowers presented a striking contrast to the discc—Forts of
many of the individual first-settlers:
59
An inventory of the buildings and real estate tat'.en on
January 16, 1819, showed the progress of the settlerent. The assets
were listed as S139,575.17; the liabilities at 51,225.17.
60
57Phen the estate of Harmonie was transferred to Robert Owen,
the cemetery passed away with the rest of the property in the general
deed. Father Rapp, since the millenium had not come as he expected,
sent tIqo trustees from Economy, Pennsylvania in 1845, to purchase
and arrange for the preservation of the ceTetery in its criqiral
form. They obtained enough brick from razing the old church, ;:!hich
had been seriously baraged by a storm, to erect ti,e well that now
surrounds the ceFetery. Lockridge, Labyrinth, re. R6-7.
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D. E. :evin, 'The armonists and the Late 7apr,"
Scribners' crith1v, arch, 1879, p. 504.
59Flower, History, p. 230.
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Pole, Society, p. 78.
CHAPT:'', III
"SEEK YE"
An acquaintance with George Rapp's religious principles
and strange dogmas is necessary to understand the develcoment of
the Harmonist Society in America. Since the Rappites
acknowledged no written creed, one must accept his views as
theirs.1 His followers never questioned his beliefs and
authoritative leadership. The only necessary r,-- irerent for
their obedience was the state-ent that -ather '-'app said it.
Your Georoe Rapp distinguished )i self in school as a
bright but stubborn toy. His religious inclination and his
later sift as a director of men revealed themselves in an early
incident. l:hen his father sent .him out to gather crass growing
alcnc the roadside, he assembled a group of scheolmates and
persuaded them to do this chore 'chile he climbed a convenient
tree "to edify them with his preaching. .,2 He became a student
of the 7ible and made a detailed study of the mystical writin2s
of Phillipp J. Scener, Jakob ftehne, Emanuel Swedenborg,
Johann Jungstilling, Johann Arndt, and other rietists and
,st4cs.
3 
'1,, :Afan to co7are .fte conditions of the people
1Loci-wood, '/;ove.::ent, p. 9.
2Arndt, Societ.y., p. 17.
3Charles %ordhoff, The Communistic Societies of the United




am:ong acm :le lived with the social order laid down and described
in the New Testarent. The teachings of Jesus convinced him of
the individual's power of personal communication with God and
of the layman's inalienable right to interpret the Scriptures.
By the time r)app was thirty he had become a preacher of radical
separatist ideas ane4 had acquired a number of followers.
4
The '!Urte:-1,erg legislature, in 178, asked this croup of
Separatists to submit a declaration of its beliefs. This
statement specified that this people's chief objection to
attending the official church was that it did not permit the
individual to exTress hi -self as the spirit of I;od moved him.
However, the Separatists did record their belief in the Christian
C!ittc.:1, according to apostolic principles and the primitive
Christians. Concerning reliious ceremonies and form of
worship, George Rapp and his followers acknowledged that baptism
was good and just, tut they argued one became a Christian only
through faith and not because of the ceremony; they also held
this opinion about confirmation. They did not oppose communion
but insisted upon observirc it for spiritual and social harmony.
Preference for their own schools was expressed, as well as
their dislike for takinc oaths, although they realized the
necessity of political authority and government. Rapp always
inculcated th2 dt cf heir 7,ubject to "the pc!'!ers that be by
r, inc.; taxes and v.nfornn military duty."' .
by
4
Duss, Harronists) pp. 6-7.
5
Pzron The  Harmony_ SocieV_ (Pittsburgh: Printed
S Haven, 136E), p. 19.
34
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Cr. P,aron Uilliams in his history of Harronie written in
1866 described these people as quiet, orderly citizens, paying
all duties to church and state but persecuted with fines and
imi:Tisonment.
6 
But, defying authority in Pecember, 1799, 7app
was brought into court and fined for distilling brandy, and
sawing and splitting wood on Sunday. He declared on this
occasion that no one was conscience-bound to observe Sunday, and
that every man could do as he pleased in his house. At another
time, four Separatists were fined for buying swine from a
dealer on Good Friday and driving these through the streets past
the church during the morning service.7 Because of the
rumber of followers Rapp was cbtainine, his movement crew to be
serious threat to the estahlished church, and he was again
warned against rublic appearances. The whole society determined
to seek refuge in America.
Before they left Germany in 1804, the Rappites embraced
?
peculiar reli:ious and sccio-ecoromic doctrines. They adopted
the millenarian theory of the personal and pre-millenial advent
of Christ and the practice of the primitive Christians in
communal living. Yet each family retained possession of its own
property and bore its own expenses to America.
The Harmony Society, formally organized in the new world
'.7:v the .doption of the Irticles of rrssociation in 1805, exhibited




Arndt, Society, pp. 44-5.






desirnite it as an ecclesiastical society in an orthodox sense,
religion was its controlling factor. !loral influences and pious
teachings entered every phase of the people's lives. Definite
worship forms constituted a repular and important part of their
activities. Vork and devotional services occupied nearly all
of their time and effort, and the two activities were most
intimately integrated. The idealistic society tried to establish
an earthly annex to the Kingdom of Heaven.
In the pamphlet, Thoughts on the Destiny of ran, George
?sapp, the presupposed author, set up the model to be exemplified
by the Harmony Eociety. Ee ..:rote it after d thorough study of
all the works of the German rhilosopher, Johann lottfried Herder.
Father ;Thu, crew upon Herder's humanitarn philosci-hy 'or the
spiritual basis of his practical development of a —orking
Christian brotherhood. The Thoughts of Dc -- cicsely akin
to the Ideen of Herder; "Harmonie" was based on the idealistic
' Fumanitat." Thus, Rapp became the practical executor of
Herder's theory.
9
Select quotations give the best exr.ression of Rapp's
philosophy. In its characterization of the Harmony Society,
this booklet said:
8
FUSS F. Lockridoe, Labyrinth !:ew :'armony




A harmonious and united sockty of men nay
be said to be a Kingdom of God.lu
Again it proclaimed:
True Christians are united to each other, by
a solemn covenant of friendship and brotherly
love, and thus form a Kingdom of Heaven upon earth,
where all their spiritual and temporal interests
are closely connected together, and where the
purest benevolence influences every one, to the 1.1
greatest exertion, for the welfare of the whole."
They established a practical brotherhood which functioned as follows:
In the common household of this brotherhood,
the greatest order, diligence, and skill, are
observed in the most minute as well as in the most
extensive transaction. Here wealth is possessed
in abundance, and all cares for sustenance are
removed and forgotten. ro sluggard can live in
this aicable confederation for perTission is
never given to anyone to eat his bread in sinful
indolence. :ale and female, old and young, are
usefully employed, according to their powers of
mind and body; all contribute to the welfare of 
the whol, and from the common stock, every
individual is supplied with all the necessaries
of life.12
The practical operation of their system was further described:
In this Frotherhood is founded a system of
social crder, both in spiritual and temporal
affairs, of civic policy, and of ecclesiastical
discipline, where the precepts of religion, and
the principles of morality, pervade and regulate
the whole; and where the rights of men are care-
fully secured by a covenant of their own free
will, their intents promoted by the united
exertions of their ingenuity and industry, and
their minds enlightened and refined, by the
Fnowledce and practice of the divine doctrines
10_
lho:Jo)ts on the Destiny cf r.,7n ith Pcference to the
Present Tiros %e-v! Harony, Ind.: rarponist Society printing







of Jesus Christ, arid of the political and moral
lessons of human reason. Happy Society: An
example to the rest of mankind of social concord
and harmonious liberty.
ThEy -age harrony work in the daily living relations of
the :,:enbers with each other:
Here, t:-;e members kindly assist each other,
in difficulty and dange,- and share with each
other the enjoy-2nts and the misfortunes of life;
one lives in the breast of another, and forgets
himself, all their undertakings are influenced
by a social spirit; glowing with noble energy
and generous feeling, and pressing forward to
the haven of their rutual prosperity.
Every phase of their life exemplified Parmony: thus they
qualified t'-.e.-selves
for the o ._;re enjoynents of that brotherly
unicn, •.here the true principles of religion and
the pru.-ient reçulaticr of industry and econcry
by their united influence et-educe a heaven on 
earth - a true FP.RY.13
Belief in the early coming of the millenium was a
cornerstone in the religious foundation of the Harmony Society.
Father Rapp sincerely believed that he would have the
privilege of presenting nis people to Christ at the Second Coming.
Fe lived and taught this belief consistently. It seems to have
been adopted by his followers, although there was no written
record of tbeir creed.
14
1Jil1ians said that even before leaving Gern.any the
m.-lbers who lter for-7:0 the Parmony Society "had generally
adoptec; the Mlienerian theory of the personal and pre-iillenial
n 65
14Lech-V:7,e, Lrbvrinth, p. 63.
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Or •
advent of Christ. :yhich they regarded as near F,t 'nand."
Father Rapp held the doctrine of an approaching personal
rein of Christ on earth, which would be visible and glorious.15
P.e believed truly that a rillenial date had arrived for the
perfection of his little colony in a favorite spot, and he
said, m. . . an effective institution and power have now
appeared upon the stage of life. 'That is the cause of this
phenomenon? It is maturity of time."16 This vivid and literal
belief in the Second Coming of Christ reinforced these com-
munitarian tendencies arong the sect. In a world of sin and
darkness, the perfect social order might !7o i7possi'Lle, but,
if the world was about to pass away, then thp attempt to create
such a society was assurer.! of swift and complete consummation.
:ore than that, the attempt was part of the preparation that
believers rust make, and make quickly to be ready to welcome
the risen Christ.17
The Rappites believed they had formed the Society under
the special guidance of Sod, whose kingdom near at hard,
and that life in their Society, as they planned it, was the best
preparation for this kingdom. "From their life of brotherly
harmony to the kingdom of Christ would be an easy 
transition..18
M3.
15 evin, "The rarmonists and the Lite George
16
Lochridge, ojre, p. 3.
17Pestor, Utopias, o. 6.





her 7.0T., did not mention any authorized date
he believed that the event would come during
the rarmonists required rohert r--en to rive
r the care of the rarronie cemetery for only
evidence that they expected the millenium
Fretine after their return to Pennsylvania,
ed 5510,000 of gold and silver and several
of baked flour to provide transportation and food
5ilgrimade, which Father Papp believed would have
roiy Land where the ascension would occur.
19
etic ca'l o the Rappite night watchman, as he
expressed the -illenial spirit: "flgain a
,tep made nearer the end. Cur tie runs z
s of heaven are our reward." This sentence was
eleven, twelve, one, two, and at three o'clock he
.Tain a night is past, and the morning is come; our
away, and the joys of heaven are our 
reward..20 
:heir'
the millenium led the Rappites to adopt the theory of
ianisn. The Articles of Association which formally
-A the rarronist Society rade up the constitution by
arronists lived throughout the lifeti-e of George P.app.
r2ave to '-i- and his Society all their possessions;
_cckridge. Labyrinth, p. 65. then Father Rzerl died in
,told and flour were still intact. The -oard rf el -!ers
1:Ee him found sometime later that ti. lour las
usty. They converted it into good whiskey which they
.e mGrket price.
,rndt, Sccietv, pp. 113-14.
40
the'.' pledged obedience, and cooperation in promoting the
interest of the congregation; they promised to ask no pay
ror services rendered if they failed to fill the assembly's
expectations. Papp in turn, promised to teach then, to care
for their physical needs, to return their estate without
interest or to give a present to anyone who did not contribute
to the treasury if he should leave.
21 
At this time a record
was made of the amount of property each member donated, and it
was agreed that at any member's withdrawal this amount or its
equivalent should be returned to hi-1. In 1218 the agreement
as abrogated. -E, contingent of followers arrived from
any in 1817 a'w1 joined the Indiana Society.Then the22 
property record .10s destroyed, on a motion of Georoe
which t.as unanimously adopted by the Society. Yith its
destruction, the Rappites dissolved the bonds to the individual
property system. The croup chose the mystical George Papp as
their unquestioned leader and the practical and realistic
Frederick the business manager.
23
C.eorge Rapp's physical appearance fitted well the role
was to play. early six feet in height, with patriarchal
beard and stately walk, he commanded the reverence of his
7 -.embers as a prophet among them. His cheerful and kindly
21ibie., p. 76. The names and exact number of all those
si2nc.:2 these .1..ic1es are missing from the. orioinal book,
but the number was estimated to be from 400 to 500 members.
2 . Register, XIII (December 20, 1817), 272.
23
'Duss, .-arronists, p. 18.
41
„
his synTathetic and plain-spoken way of consultine with
the Harmonists about their smallest trials, made him beloved by
all. He shrewdly maintained a nominal cahinet, or board of
advisors, chosen fron among the !yore intellir:ent members of the
community, such as rirjlt be able to set up a rival leadership.
He ';,as possessed with the idea of foundind a neY: and
pure social system - smiing a mere seed at first, but ,:!ith the
hope of planting a universal truth which would some dai, affect
all humanity. His scheme differed from Auguste Comte's or
Saint-Simon's, in that it professed to go back to the old
Htrierchal for.: for its mode of covernment, establishinr.
under that, however, a complete community of interest. rlike
eter communEl reformers, 71'7 did not look through "his own
class of men of equal intelligence and culture with hi-.self
from :non to converts but gathered several ,-e)ndred of the
peasants from his neichberhood."
24
He managed to imbue them
an absolute faith in his divine mission. ancnyrous
author stated that Rapp obtained his office as spiritual and
temporal head, not by election of the people, but assumed it as
by Divine Commission, as noses and Aaron held theirs; 1.1th all
his faith in his divine mission, he had a clear insight into all
the crookedness and weakness of the natures he was trying to
elevate. Fe knew that those dogeed, weak Germens nee Ce coercion
ME.;:e the- fit for ulti-ate freedom; h held the po.:er of an
p. 532.
24“-the harmonists," The itlantic flonthlv, !la!, ia66,
, _ .;••• %••••







apostle over thr, , therefore, with ES pure purpose as any
apostle that went before him.25
Papp had eccentric opinions .Aich he defended with an
irpressive eloquence. Like other relieious revolutionaires he
was scorned, persecuted and attacked because of his beliefs.
26
One of the strongest of his doctrines was what he called "the
dual nature of man." He taught that Adar contained within his
own person both the sexual elements, reading literally in
confirmation of this, Genesis 26-27. This, Rapp held to mean
that both the Creator anc' the created had this dual nature,
and, had Adar heen allowed to rerain in his original state, he
,:culd have begotten off te aid of a female. But
am became discontented and God separated fror his body the
ferale part. This was the Rappite interpretation of the fall
of man. From this Rapp concluded that the celibate state was
more pleasing to God, and that in the "renewed" world ran
would be restored to the 1:aTic condition.27
In 1807 the Society, because of a fresh revival
experience, adopted celibacy as a purely voluntary sacrifice.
The Scriptures quoted by Aaron Williams as the basis for this
practice were Matthew 19:10, 12; 22:30; 7evelation 14:4. The
full and consistent carrying out of their fundamental principle
25Ibid.
26
Calverton, 7.nce1s, n. 7A.








of entire equality in all thia:s required abstinence on the part of
individuals frol every indulgence in which all alike riTht not
participate.
28
Jehn Baker, principal trustee, told that throuc special
illumination Rapp believed the marriage relation, even in its
purest form was incomratible with that penance of the flesh
and perfecting of the moral nature which were reeuired of the
elect in view of the approaching advent of Christ." Baker
further stated that the celibate ordinance was adopted
29voluntarily by the people. - Husband and wife were not required
to live in different 'ouses, tut occupied as efare
familL, the saae, hPvina searate sleeTring apartments -
the husbands in tae upper story and the wives in the lo,:,er - and
treated eaci otlaer as brother and sister in Christ. Infractions
of the celibate ordinance were held by Father Rapp to be
cardinal sins which could only be expatiated by millions of
years of suffering.30
John Duss stated celibacy was a custcm voluntarily
applied and accepted, and not a rule. Pe substantiated his
statement by the examples: rartin and Phillipina Rallhard
had four children between 1814 and 1829; Christopher Sch!.:artz's
yife bore six youngsters between 1313 and 1826; Daniel Vodt's
'adeline, nave birth to six children betaaeen 18(.15 and 1R19;
281111ia-s, focietv, p. 30.
29'!evin, The !--arT-onists and the Late George 7app,"
p. 703.









the Christoph Killin:er's had eight children between mos and
1830. Powever, the superior purity of the brother-sister
relationship cf the rerhers .'as constantly eulogized, and, as
time went on, marital relations were more and more derided.
The result was that the birthrate steadily diminished until in
the 1830's it cane to an end.
31
A casual incident showed the exceptional austerity of
Rapp's convictions or this rule. Jacob Schaeffer ,:as arraigned
before him to answer the indictment of "having talked to one
of the girls about 7arrying her." The young ran was penitent
and asked pardon, yet for all that Mr. 7app berated hirHti
the ..:trlost ferocity; he threatened, according to one who
iitnesse. " the scene,
that if he should ever talk to the girl again
he vsould have to take his bundle and go, and that
he (Papp) then, as the priest of the Society, would
heap all the sins he had committed upon him, for
yhich he would be darned for millions of years. Pe
then told him he would give him grace or pardon
once more, but if he should hear that he had any
further conversation with the girl, he would let
loose his power against him and would smash hi-1 to
a hundred pieces himself and tramp on hin with his
feet.32
This episode disclosed Rapp's temper, whose existence
betrayed itself only when the cplibate statute stood in peril.






old chief cf his only son, John, whose death, it was said,
resulted from the unseerly outrege.
33
Mx. Courtney, in his visit to Harmonie in 1619, commented
on the peculiarity of the discouragenent of marriage that had
::cited severe and popular ridicule. In confirmation of this he
ncticed there were scarcely any children in the settlement,
although it contained several hundred young and middle-aged
persons of both ages. Nevertheless, he believed these people
would have left their situation if dissatisfied with it. They
Mew that their industry would have ensured them full-tine
emeloyrent and good wages. Yet scarcely any of them chose to
leave, although they had received offers from their American
neighbors.
34
The effect ueon the women was of especial importance for
it gave then peculiar independence. Relieved of the burden of
childbirth and child rearing, they became productive on equal
terms with the een. They worked with the nen, and they worked
like the men. The women sheared the sheep and worked in the
factories and in the fields, especially at harvest time, side by
side with the men.
35
The Panpites hed no worry as to the perpetuation of their
society, since they telieved the roilleniur would core durinc:
lffetires. They evinced ro desire to convert others to their cause.
"Ibid.
harmony in 1819," ::ew Harmony, Wiana, 
;Ind] 14, 1923. prom files of Indiana ctate Lit!-ery.]





They established no outposts, disriatched no vanguards into the
wilderness, had no concern with proselytizing the natives. They
WO friendly with the 7oOins, as they were also with the white
settlers, but they did not seek to change their lives or
convictions. These settlers were content to let their community
stand as proof of the superiority of their religious and economic
way of life. They were always willing to help others and sought
tc be useful to mankind, but they did not seek to persuade
mankind to follow them. In fact, they were so exclusive in
attitude and philosophy that at tioes they seeod to be
"celestial snot's" - t,-2y felt they had a ronopoly on heaven and
loathe to s:.rse their advantaqs with other earthly c -oups.
Most of the applications for in the colony they
rejected for they soon learned the new converts were not
willing to follow a life of self-denial.36
In contradiction to this-opinion, an incident related
by the Reverend S. P. rreng of Cleveland, Chio, gave an account
of their proselytizing. The of the families of the Harmonist
Society obtained a home in the house of Mrs. John Seyhert, the
kind-hearted and hospitable widow of Methodist 2ishup Seyhert.
This occasioned frequent visits from other mernbers. No sooner,
1,s.cv2r, had these becoo2 acquainted with the Eeyberts than
ney !.osgc.in to display a strong disposition to secure then as new
eo,ccepts. T; ey succeeded in r.isleading rs. ScyLert, too t''at
she tecare confused in her reli!-Iious beliefs. The Parro)nists
36Caivertor, ,"xcels, p. 76.
1
47
represented that they alone in all the wide world of Christendom
were on the ri2ht way. They claimed that God mild soon appear
and speedily gather all nis scattered sheep together into their
particular society. They urged immediate and literal separation
fron all worldly society and union with them.
By these and sirilar misrepresentations, the liamonists
persuaded the mother to forsake her fatherless children. The
mother left her two boys—the younscst was eight years of age--
and followed the villagers. She disreoarded all the
entr2oties of relatives and the advice of friends, steeled
heart against the i:elpless orhaaa f her boys, and v'ent
!:errony.'
37
Fatiirr caired great erestine by playing on
7.nc.:stitions of the pe6ntry. Ve professed to he ,p,uidcd on
rany occasions by corTunications received in visions. An
example given by George ;lower was the buildinn_l of the brick
church by plans supposed to have been handed down from reaven.
38
Rapp hod a way of miraculously , rnearin2 in the harvest
fields and in sirilar places, seerlingly sprineing out of the
cround. Eis successons found a numer of tunnels leading from
his house outward and oDening ih uhsus7octPd places.39 r.7ong






:her not listed -.]
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38Flecr, Eistnrv, p. 279.
The Lire a Labors of John Sevbert,
icaf- C-71-a-fir-TT71)7ep.--18-9-.
39Pavid Starr Jordan, "The !Ilgel Stone at '±:!4 rarnonY,"





underground passage connecting George Papp's cellar pith the
granary or fort where the silver treasure of the Society was kept.
Through this passage, the story goes, 7ap appeared as from the
Ground, mystifying the sirple workmen, and leading them, to
5elieve that their labors were constantly within the range of
his observation. It was also said that he entered his rulnit
through a tunnel leading to the church porch from his house jost
across the road.4°
In some instances, Father Rapp had difficulty bringing
his industrious followers to a point where they were willing to
leave their work to grati. his ideas of building (-Treat
structures. Yhen he wart to build the large granary to '7tore
the cu-ruity grain and alF,) tc provide a fortress, he inforli:cd
cormunity of his plans, but they derurred from his wishes.
Ile then realized that it was necessary to bring to his aid
other than temporal means toloain his point. For a time he
seemed to acquiesce in their opposition. In the reantime,
according to one explanation, Rapp sent some of his trusted
r:,enbers with a boat to a point on the Mississippi River where
he knew there were two large rocks. In each of them there
















returned at night with these treasured rocks.42 The men conveyed
these into 'app's front yard and embedded them nicely in the turf.
The next 11:ornino he sent a courier around to see all his people
and invited the at a certain hour to come to his house.
When the people arrived they were amazed to find these
two great slabs of stone with the immense footprints. In a
short time Father Rapp came slowly out of his house and walked
down to where the people were standing. In a Peek and submissive
manner he told the people that during the night Cabriel had come
f-om Heaven on these stones and had given him instructions to
construct thE, granary and the great military fortress. If he
:-ailed to urry out these 'unctions, there would be visited
42Thomas H. Bente), of St. Louis, in a letter written from
Lashington, April 29, 1822, to Henry R. Schoolcraft, gave the
following explanation to him concerning footprints found in the
limestone rock at St. Louis:
"The prints of the human feet which you mention,
I have seen hundreds of times. They were on the
uncovered limestone rock in front of the town of
St. Louis. This rock forms the basis of the country,
and is deposited in horizontal strata, and in low
water is uncovered to the extent of three miles on
the bank of the Mississippi. . . .
The 'prints' were seen when the country was
first settled, and hod the same appearance then as
now. . . . A block of six or eight feet long, and
three or four wide, containing the prints, was cut
out by rr. John Jones, a stone mason in St. Louis,
and so-id to r. app of Indiana, and under his
orders removed to his establishment calleo Yar-onie."
enry R. Sehoolcraft, Travels in the Central Portions of the
rissis_siopi_Valley. Comprising Observations on its Mineral,
ranhy.2_ Interne) Resources _and AUTicinal Ponulation„ Performed
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upon him and his people plagues and disasters which would
their ruin. This was all that —Is needed:
The shoe-akcr ferscok his bench, the hatter
his blocks, the tailer his table, the blacksmith
his anvil, the weaver his loon, the dyer his pots,
the farmer his plow, and even the distiller left
off brewing his favorite beverages ip,the great
rush to erect that immense building.'
The -...uke of Saxe-Weimar said, This piece of rock was
ed out of the rock near St. Louis and sold to :.!r. Rapp."
44
Sce believed that the story of the stone suooested the conditions
under which corrunistic and socialistic organizations were
successful economically, th.Pt of complete sebordination of the
individual to the will of sore one person supccsed to
.45'lave lystic ;:c.yer as a divine cor:mission.
The life of the i:armony Society l.'as soci,lly and
spiritually self-sufficient. Its religion grew from the
strong roots of original Protestantism. With a language
#
c:;ferent from that of the hackwoodsmen and squatters, the
Harmonists built around themselves a wall beyond which no
uninitiated could pass. The only group that was similar to
theirs was the 'Snaking Quakers," as the Rappites called them.
The Shakers -ade several attenpts to form a union with the
Harronists but1.,e latter were not able to accent the Shaker
drictrincs :?r:1 z.cce.::ted 1:1 1 offers.
n. 345.
44
'i- ernard, jravels, p. 113.
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Two periods of worship service were observed; one on
Sunday, when two meetings and a Sunday School were corducted,
and one on Thursdays, :11en general services were hold. rather P!)
presided and preached at all these community gatherings.
'orrisZirkbeck, an associate of the Flowers in the
yares Count settle-,:nt, visited :larronie frequently, and
in his diary entry of August 3, 1817, gave the following
account of a short stay there:
When I arrived on Sunday evening, all were at
services. I found even the tavern deserted, and
1,:as cc,17ce1led to cell the keeper from the church
to secure accorceations. Soon the entire body
cf people, ,:!nich is about seven hundred, poured
out cf te church, and exhibited so Tull health,
peace, and neatness that we could Ht
'Surr,ly, the institutions which nroduce so much
happiness rustzpave more of good than of evil
in the7. . .
Donald laciDonald gave a description of the church
services when he came to see the settlement:
At nine o'clock the church bell called the
population to divine service. It was an interesting
sic.ht to see the rales and the females coning in
strings to the church from different parts of the
village. The men dress in plain blue, brown frock
coat or surtout, trousers and shoes; the fen:ales
wear white caps, checked neck handkerchiefs, cloth
gowns, and checked aprons. . . . The men in general
had strong and coarse features. They all wore long
hair. Mc fcales cecupied half of the church, the
ales tha other half. r. Frederick ?ann sat on an
elevated desk and gave cut the and peached.
The serv,ce lasted about an hdur and a half. (There
were aPcut 500 persons presont). We dined Ilseteen
11 an 12 o'clock, the villace bcnd consistirc of
wiJit,;r. ten wird irstrcnts asserblee in frorA of
house, played one or two slow r:cvements




and then preceded us into the church. . : . Ye
remained there between one or two hours whichf„
time was devoted to music and sinning pseles."
r. ellisi told in his Travels of his i!feession on_ _ _ _
attending services. He said although he eid not understand
one word of the prayer, yet, he believed the society was under
the influence of the Spirit of God, and that the Fembers
worshipped Him with reverence and godly fear. He confessed
that "tears of joy came into my eyes, and I inwardly exclaiped,
'This indeed is true Christianity!'"48
Rapp was so concerned with the spiritual happiness of
his followers that he wanted thee to feel pure as they went to
seep every ni:ht, one knew 'ece 22d. -Ieht cerp
with His Son, "bursting asunder the clou6s and bestriding the
land. ' Each nirjht transgressors had to come to him, confess
their sins, and secure forgiveness before they retired.
Forgiven, they could face the' Lord and all His hosts with
confidence and courage. These confessions were in addition
to the nocturnal prayers to which the whole colony resorted
just tefore the curfew tolled it to rest.
Concerning this practice of confession, r. ellish
told of an incident:
Cne of the boys -7ell a-weeping; yhen they
ased hit:: his reason, he said. . . 'I am afraid,
I've Leen very wicked. lhis pervaded the whole
ereie --Jc7onald, The Village of Harronie and the
arernists.' 1-..e Diaries of Donal acDoeald, l824-182(7., rvted
in Indiare ristb-riul SviT6'1-; xfi 0942), 24-b0.
43Nellish, Travels, p. 94.
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school, and nothirg yould sotisfy them till they
called on !Ir. Rapp, the pastor, and made a confession
of their sins. From the young, this spirit of
contrition fell on the rore advanced in life, who
one by one waited on the minister to make their
confession. Of this number was the Doctor himself
(a compaoion of ';ellish) who found himself drawn
with an irresistible impulse to wait upon !Ir. 7anp
to whom he laid open his whole heart on which the
old man pressed him to his bosom. . . .49
Faux ir his Journal gave a different reaction to the
teligicus services. re commented on the mornine: services:
At the moment the bells began chiming, the people,
one and all, from every quarter, hurry into their fine
church like frightened doves to their window; the street
lez.,clin( to the te-Iple seems filled in a minute, and in
less t - n ten minutes, all this lar7e congregation of
Lon -•r, ,—(m, and erildren are in the churcL, tLe
—71,1 ih( at the side, the females at the t!,.cr,
..tely seated. Then enters the old Pi!'
, .r. apo. . . sti-air:A and active asc,his
adopted son Fred, w:-.o walks hehind him. . .
FPUX believed to be in the chairs of su!_erstItion,
althouoh Rapp professed to govern them only by the Bible. The
report of people who had left them was that Rapp preached if
the r;ermans quit the society they would he damned for his way was
the only one to heaven. !e did much by sions. In an impressive
tanner, he stretched out his arm which he said was the arm of
and told his followers they must obey it.51
A former meber, Jacob Schick, wrote a letter, L'une 14.
11C, to his parents in 7-orrany, telling his story:
The so-callo 5.ociety left four years
zoo. Fr -or, su;-erstitiro and religicus ran-1z, cc:',:neci
49IPid.







have among this handful of ignorant etn reached
the highest degree. Rapp, this consecrated monk,
allows himself to be honored as divine; he speaks
of himself as divine by setting himself up as
immortal, by forgiving sins, and by ! rofessing
to have the keys of 'seter as the ruler of the
Universe. !ile to the man who must buy his
indulgence from this scoundrel, there one rust
pay dearly for one's sins.
Seven years I worked for nothing uneer the
protection of this angel of revenge, and when I
left them my wife stayed back, my children I had
to take with force. . . . Rapp has built a silver
wall around his slave colony and a pqrson must be
happy to get away with empty hands.'4
The Harmonists were secretive about their doctrines and
the practice of these beliefs in their society. strenger at
ta'vern asked the lend7ord of 'hat reli(eior was th .1 -4Dnie
community. In broken English and rather cressly, he answered,
',:at's no ratter, they are all a satisfied people."
53
Schoolcraft, in his Travels, said that the relialcus
tenets which the Harmonists held and the studious silence main-
tained ?hen questioned on thp sUbject, permitted travelers only
to learn that these colonists were, in the main, Lutherans. Men
the visiters asked their conductor if there was any difference of
rel,ious sentiment among them previous to their emigration, he




re-ndt, . 216-17. rThis. Fhor traeslated
the letter from .ffe.
53
Faux, tournal, p. '265.
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In his visit to the colony, Donald 1acDonald noticed
the Parmonists appeared quite respectful and submissive, and
their manner showed that George Papp was their ruler and guide.
acDonald gave a brief description of a Sunday service and stated
that Father Rapp upon furnishing his comwents on a verse of the
Bible would turn and ask his hearers whether this was true and
whether they understood. To these questions. the older ones
replied they believed it was true. The Harronist interpretetion
of Scriptural prophecy had become centralized in Father Rapp's
views. The study of the Rible had been dominated by Rapp's
personality as Chief Prophet. His beliefs were not challenged
by those who wished to reHain within the cc1ony.55
Other than weekly releious services, the Harmony Society
observed three great annual festivals or feast days. These
eere the Organization Celebration in February, usually the
fifteenth. the anniversary of the formal founding of the Society;
the Harvest Home Festival early in August; and the Love Feast in
October. These Harmonist holidays were observed solely by the
members. The exercises consisted principally of feasting and
,-.usic along with talkieg. They continued throughout the entire
Jay and evening and every member of the Society attended them.
William Owen in his report of the Organization Day
Celebration held in Hamonie on the Wabash, Febrnaey 17,
55Varl J. Arndt, 'Vew Light on the Harmonists," WesternPennsylvania His Magazine, XXV (September - December.
19421, 170.
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What they were engaged in we did not learn as
they kept it to themselves, but they seemed to think
they had PasFed the day agreeably, and frcm many
expressions, which they made use of, I should conclude
that the reeting, from some cause or arether, had
tended to strengthen the bond of union subsisting
among then. Part of the day was probably employed
in getting a knowledge of the state of their affairs.
They transacted no business at the store but many
persons arrived on business and were disappointed
as they had not given any notice of the intended
holiday before. This the Americans thought they
should have done. But they wish to throw a veil
of secrecy over all their proceedings. Before
breaking up at five o'clock, they marched out of
the church in closed ranks preceded by their
music, all singing. They halted before Mr. rapp's
house and sang a piece of music and dispersed."
The Harvest Pome Festival was a jubilant celebration of
harvest time. Cn this occasion, there were the richest foods
to eat and the finest vine to drink. The Harmonists bean
preparations for the feast several days in advance. The
October Festival, known as the Love Feast, was a symbolic
observance of the Lord's Supper. These three days of
festivities were distributed -throughout the year so that they
constituted a round of wholesome entertainment.
The Harmcnists were intensely fond of music; it was a
necessary part of their life and much more than a special
indulgence. Their chcral singing surprised the most cultured
visitors.57 The y:ins were composed and sung by 7,pmLers. These
songs were for many fears in manuscript, as the-sect h,F..d no
printing facilities until 1324. Whether they !cre comacsed before
56Wi1liam Owen, Diary of 11I1iar• Cwen from 1:overber In, 1824to 4ril 20, 1665 (London: Trubner and Co., 1374), p. 114.
57




the Pappites left Gerrany or after their arrival in ;Ilerica is
not 1:rown. A nephew of Jacob Henrici, one of the trustees of
the Society, who was the organist and singing teacher of the
Society, tr,-xsiated ir,to ErTrjlish, the hymn, 'Children of
Friendship and Love."
58
The 7,e7xites sang as they worshipped and as they worked.
T-;ey sought to serve according to Father 7app's teachings of
humility, si:-plicity, self-sacrifice, neidhborly love, regular
and perservering industry, prayer and self-examination. In the
meantime they waited--waited for the Second Advent that they
believed near.
58Paul 2rester, "Three Songs frcr arr-cnY,"of History, (September, 1951), 261-64.
CPAPTER IV
"SERVE YE"
In George Rapp's Society, with all its apocalyptic
curiosity, there never was room for a dream of a vorkless
millenium. Christ was coming, that was sure, but His arrival
would not mean a period of leisure, entertainment, and loafing.
Like the earlier Christian commutaists, these people followed
the motto, "Work and Hope." Therefore on their arrival at the
new location, these thrifty Germans bef2an to provide for
security of both body and soul.
1
The Furopean travelers' accounts of the settlement
contribute most of the knowledge of the Rappite Wabash
endeavors.Thelastofthe.thausand orioinal melbers died




William Cobbett reported on their successful
accorplishwents achieved in such short time. He told of
entering the Harmonists' lands and crossing an Indian corn
field at least a mile wide. Fe rerarked:
I wanted nothing more than to behold this
iense field of rost beautiful corn to be at
(21:ce convinced of all I had heard of the industry
I
Arndt, Society, p. lS5.
2
Lockwood t'l-Nctrent p. 16.
*ow
of this society of Germans, and I found, in
proceeding a little farther, that the progress
they had made exceeded all my idea of it.J
An account in Niles' Register, September 6, 1817, gave the
information that in three years the Rappites had planted many
acres in vineyards, 20 acres in wheat, 40 acres in rye, 30
acres in oats, 50 acres in meadow grass, and had enclosed 500
acres in pasture fields. The conclusion was that these were
among the most industrious and economical people in the world.
The agricultural and industrial progress which this
religious community made in Pennsylvania was a subject of
astonishment to their adjoining neighbors, commented William
Hebert, but he saw that "their present advanced state of
improvement and accumulating wealth, justly excite the
admiration of all acquainted with them here to a yet greater
degree."4 Although Schoolcraft had been advised prior to his
visit of the results achieved by the Rappites' co-operative
work, the reality transcended his expectations.5
An Englishman, William Courtney, described Harmonie in
1819, four years after the Rappites settled: "During this
short period they have cleared, fenced, ard cultivated 1400 acres
of heavy timbered land, planted orchards and vineyards..6 The
3William Cobbett, A Year's Residence in the United States of 
America, in Lindley, Indiana, II, p. 336.
4Hebert, Visit, pp. 328-29.
5Schoolcraft, Travels, p. 163.
6. New Harmony in 1819," New Harmony, Indiana, Times,
April 14, 1933.
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colonists' prosperity was substantiated by Mr. Faux, who sdid
they bought a huge territory of the richest land, which was all
Paid for; they kept an ieriense quantity in bi(::h cultiw!tie,n and
continued to buy out bordering settlers.
7
Industry was an outstanding Harronist characteristic.
Constant work in useful occupations and suitable tasks was the
portion of each member. There was no waste of energy or skill.
work followed a well-fixed daily routine. The people rose
between five and six and had an early breakfast, after enich
the day's occupation began; at nine there was a short rest for
a light lunch cf a slice of bread and a mug of teer, or
cider; at twelve a cood dinner occupied an hin's tie; et three
a the afternoon, "Veseerbrod" [afternoon tea] was taken ad
at the close of the long day between six a.e, seven there was
a big supper. gone of them took liberal portions of bread and
cheese to their bedsides "lest they grow faint during the richt.H8
Curfew rang at nine and all but the shepherds and watchmen were
soon in bed, except during evening festal or social activities
when the hour was disregarded.
Schoolcraft described an eveninc,1 village scene. He
elephasized the quaint-lookino dwellings so uniform in appearance
with doors opening on side yards and windows fronting cnly on
the pavement; lattice frames covered with vines attached to all
ic house-Cronts nih nove the pedestran's Teach, suciorting
7_





in season, an abundance of grapes; aged men sitting on the half-
concealed door steps within palings, dreamily puffing their
"weerschaams" [stone pipes] and stout washerwomen carrying tubs
of water on their heads from the town pumps.9 These people
shook hands when they :let and did not raise their hats, called
each other by first nare--even the trustees. They did not miter
and talk on the streets, but women often talked to a passerby
from an open window and they gossiped a bit at the town pump.10
John Woods, a member of the English Prairie Settlement
on the Illinois side of th ahash, visited the Rappites in
1820. He wrote, "The di-ass of the Harmonists is uncommonly
plain, mostly of their can manufacturing. The ren wear jackets
and pantaloons with a coarse hat; the women a kind of jacket
and petticote, with a sl.ailcap and straw hat made in the factory
here."
11
It was Rapp's principle that the Society should, as far
as possible, make and prcduce everything it used, and in the
early days, they bought very little provisions or clothing since
they had small means.12 Captain William Blaney explained,
"Everyone belongs to some particular trade or employment, and
never interferes with the others, or even indeed knoqs what
9cchoolceaft, Travels, p. 709.
10
Archives, Workinerer's Institute, New Harmony, Indiana.
11
John Woods, Two Years' Residence in the Settlement on theFnclish 7rairie, June 25, 17-320-1-JTII, 1E21, iiiTiaTte-s,





they are about." 1.!omen as well as men worked in the fields,
as many as fifty sometimes being employed in a body, hPrvestinn
wheat or breiking flax in the streets. Richard Flower told of
his arrival at the village at the beginning of wheat harvest.
The entire company of reapers, preceded by a band of musicians,
entered the field, attired in clothing similar to that of Norman
peasants--all the sare form and color. "The men marched first,
the women next, and the rear rank composed of young women, with
each a neat ornament of striped cedar wood on their head, formed
one of the prettiest processions I have ever witnessed."14 The
flusic iaust have inspired them, for a group of approximately 150
warkers was known to harvest one hundred acres of wheat in a day
—:th the old fashioned hand sickle. Father Rapp soFetii-es
shouted exhortations and encouragement to them, speaking through
his great trumpet from a vantage point on the hillside.
15
In
the event of sudden bad weather, when the hay or corn was cut but
not carried in, Rapp blew the horn and the whole cormunity left
their occupations, ran to the fields and the crcp was soon gathered.
On April 11, 1824, Donald MacDonald, a member of the Owen
arty, wrote in his Diary that he went to the farm with Mr. Rapp
to see their rethod of nlantinn corn.
1 -3Blaney, Excursion, 287.
14 rlichard Flower, Letters from Lexinctcr  and the IllinoisC:-)ntainin.9 a Brief Acon'int of the Fnglich Yattla.,ant in. LetterTerritory and a wefutation of toe Misrees.?!ntations ralJr. (6:n4:At,in Thwaltes, Travels, X, p. 139.





Four boys or lads carried poles with srell flags
which they placed four and 1/2 feet apart, then fol-
lowed four ploughs forming furrows in the direction
of these marks. These furrows crossed other furrows
which had been made the day before. Thus squares of
4 1/2 feet were formed by the crossing of the furrows.
A female with a small basket on her arm full of corn
grain, walked along each furrow dropping 4 or 5 grains,
in a square at each crossing furrow. Behind her came
another with a hoe to cover them over. Two girls
went before with pumpkin seeds of which they dropped
2 or 3 grains at every third crossing. Fred Rapp took
off his coat and walked along with them, sometimes
conversing - sometimes dropping corn. I took off
my coat, got a basket and went in my own furrow. Ne
sometimes worked fast and when a few furrows in advance
assisted our neighbors. At four o'clock we sat down
under a shady tree, had some bread, butter, cheese,
apples, and beer, and a song in chorus, and continued
eork until near sun set. This method makes the
business of corn plantino a part of pleasure, and is
a very expeditious process.1°
The Harronists had fine orchards on the hillsides and
good grain fields on the plains and lowlands. They cultivated
a great deal of cotton, mostly in small fields and patches.
There were all kinds of good domestic stock and their Merino
sheep were the best. The report in Niles' Register, September 6,
1317, stated, "They have 1500 Merino sheep whose wool they
manufacture into excellent broadcloths, with a large stock of
cattle, hogs, etc, . . . two extensive barns - one of them 100
feet long by ;5 feet wide, another 200 feet long by 45 feet wide."
Opposite Earmonie, on the Illinois !abash bottom, a heavy
cane -_rowth occupied a five mile tract. The Narmonists cut a road
FiCrilS this care tottcri to the hish lends to connect with roads
and setticeots made or to he made. George Flower said that in
F




passing along this road the traveler had on either hand a all of
inpenetrable verdure, in many places, and for a long distance,
full twenty feet in beight.17 Here the Germans fenced in d large
three or four hundred acre section on which their numerous cattle
and sheep subsisted during the winter in the first and second
year of their settlement.
The Rappites excelled in their grape culture. The
vireyards impressed the visiting travelers. Faux wrote that
the fine vineyards in the vale and on the hills around were as
beautiful as if formed by art to adorn the town. The ,-ost
luxurious vines 7rew on every available spot, ercducleg grapes
cron which the villagers made excellent wine.18 Aaron
rcrarked that the Rappites (in Indian) had enlarged their
business operations in every department, especially extending
their vineyards and wine production. They found the soil and
climate here very satisfactory for this faorite employment.19
The vihes were loaded with beautiful qrapes both black and
white; and the Harmonists were fast covering the neighboring
hills of sandy soil with new vineyards, observed Adiord Welby,
an Englishman.
Not far from the vineyard was the wine-press. This
consisted of a circular tank or trough in which the Rappites
17F1ce!e. History In 61-2.
reeux, Ceurna1., p.
10'Williams, Society. p. 61.
20Adlord Welby,'A Visit to ''orth America and the Fn2lish




placed the grapes, rolled a large circular stone upon them to
bruise them and to extract the juice.
21
The wines and cider
were something special, and were kept in mammoth hundred-oallon
casks in the wine cellar under the Rapp mansion for distribution
throughout the :.estern country. On this wild Indiana-Illinois
frontier there was a hardy, crude and rugged people who demanded
all kinds of spirits. The distillery, an unique but sirple
P_vide, performed the whole process of converting rye into whiskey
ready for use. William Owen, in his Diary, recounted sone of
the observations of his father and himself on their first full
day in Harmbnie, December 17, 1324:
In the southeast part of the town we found
in a log house, the distillery Olich appeared
of a simple construction. The water requi,-ed
is pumped by two dogs, who moved alternately
a tread wheel. Each dog pumps for an ticur.
They rep 2nd and 3rd spirits without any
trouble. As the machine performs the whole
process the whiskey runs out quite ready for
use. They 7Ake a large quantity for
-ale. . .
Twelve gallons of whiskey could be prepared in about
six hours. A small still added about twenty gallons to the daily
production. In the nearby brewery about 500 gallons of beer
21History_of Posey CounIy, Indiana, p. 381.
22
Owen, Diary, p. 75.
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were brewed every other day.23 These bevereees :ere in reat
demand in neighborinc and river towns.24
Although the Society remained basically an agricultural
coenunity. Freeri(1: diversifie:I the crefts and industries to
rake the colony not only self-sustaining but productive of a
considerable regional trade. ecognizing the potential values
of ne eechanical and industrial skills of these German craftsmen
and mechanics, Frederick caused these productions to have a
greater place in the Society's economy.25 any of its industries
were built on the principle of the production of the raw ezterial
tlrough various r!4eses of manufacturing to te distribution of
the finished product. This was in lerge measure true of the
community textile eanefacturers. Vool, cotton, and flex lere
produced abundantly and prepared for processing by the coerunity
itself; while the Society also ginned cotton of neighboring
farmers and planters at a toll of one-eighth of the cleaned cotton.
Harmonie textiles, because of the superior craftsmanship and the
excellence of materials used, commanded highest prices throughout
the western country.
23Dess, Varnenists, D. 47.
24-rs. :tee C. Freteeeet, "rircts," '!otices, Irdieraeegazine ef I:istorv, X (September, 1914), 323. ;%es. Alla C.rrstaceot, e for e' Lerarian at i:eirony said, "tr-ees notes-fte ''estern ': I fine an edvertisceent as felleets:
Fre:lc-rick "ere a`c have ce %ard
fur sale t,q-2. eualit.v of strore, :;2„,'he :rrel. at :ar, lndiena.
1C19."
5uss, rameeists, n. 46.
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1
It was the wise policy of these people to buy nothing
which it was possible for them to make or raise and
industry and ingenuity were immense. Faux said:
They have much to sell, at their own price, ofalmost everything domestic and foreign. They can-not make shoes half so fast as they could sell them.They keep no accounts and all business is done and
everything possessed in Frederick Rapp's name.26
Everyone belonged to some particular trade or employment.
There was, for example, a group of blacksmiths, of shccmakers,
of weavers, of shepherds, of plowmen, or agriculturists. Over
each of these groups there was a foreman who in particular cases,
as with the blacksmiths and the shoemakers, received payment for
any work done for strangers. None of the inferiors of each
occupation could receive the money. The forcran alwas gave a
receipt for the money he received, which was then signed by
Rapp who thus knew every cent that was taken and to whom all
the money collected was transferred. 1:hen any one of their
nu7or wanted a hat, a coat or anything else, he applied to
the head man of his trade, who, in turn, gave the worker an
order which Rapp signed. The worker then went to the store and
got what he needed.27
Since the work was apportioned, it was the business of
one person to water cattle, of another to cut up the edible roots
or !7arcel out the hay with which they were fed, of a third to milk.
At the Indian-corn harvest, Welby told of seeing "the young omen
26Faux, journal, p. 266.
27Clarcnce P. !!olfe, "new Harmony 112 Years Ago,"Harr.onyl Indi;:.na,_ Times, 'lay 22, 1931.
and cildren standing in a large circle, stripping off the leavPs
and throwing the cobs into baskets, whic the rren carried into
the t•arns on willing shoulders."28 Lab aving devices using
anrals were rade t:herever possible. To supply cattle with
water and to save labor of driving then to the nearby river, the
Rappites dug deep wells, stored, covered, and furnished them with
pu:Ths and pipes ehich conveyed th :ater to all parts of the
yards. Besides using a large dog to pump the water for the
distillery, another one, running a large wheel, roved the
bellows in the smith-shop. A single r-an, treading in a similar
wheel, drew up the bags cf grain into the fcurth loft of one of
.29teir granaries.
The cotton mill is riven by oxen waln- on
an inclined plane. The 7111 stonpee -to let
rest and while we waitcd till the shower was over,
the women in the room.forred a circle and sang
several sencs to us of their on accord. The
1,ords are usually a'eout friendship and har-,ony
and the music is their own. Those who work to-
gether learn to sinc with each other, thq forming
a number of small singing parties. . . .3"
The Society had several mills for sawing, grinflno,
threshing, carding, fulling, moved by water, steam, or horse
as was found most convenient. They had wcolen and cotton
factories where the whole process of each . anufacture was
cenT.leted from the ra rzterial to the finished cloth. Young
- oerated the 1 a:eery -1(w spinninr, and weaving the
7. 265.
29
chooleraft. Trevels, p. 168.





i'ibres. The ranufacture of woolen material was one of
Harmonies pet industries, and it was said their yoolen
broadcloth t.as superior to t'.'e best Welsh flannel. The
steam engines uae: in these factories 1%ere aeonc the cirst
in the western country. In every department the vorkers
used the most imrroved ir-lerents and macnines to curlail
or facilitate 'manual labor.
31
.";ellish, writing of his visit, said that at sunrise
one morning a bell rang and in fifteen Ininutes the people
were at their e ployment. A.fter breakfast, he and the inn-
kce:er visitr-d the di;-ferent branches of maru'acturers. In
the wool depart,me nt eight or ten females ;ere busy in teasing
and sorting the wool for the carding machine. In the weaving
house workers operated sixteen looms besides saveral yarrers
and winders. In the journey through the village, :!ellish
observed shoemakers, tailors, and saddlers busy at their trade.
The iron workers had four or five forges for ordinary work and
one for nails. ."After dinner ellish and his companion visited
the soap and candle works; at the warehouses full of comodities,
they saw, among ether articles, 450 pieces of broad and narrow
cloth. The visitors were informed that the derand for the ten
dollar er yard hroadcloth exceeded the amount produced.
32
- Society . embers ree nearly all the prceucts required
to c0:7unity. coo7ors aer, barrols rH :t'er ccetainers,
31-zrlaoolcraft, Travels, p. 168.
32,
-ellish, 71- ye_li, P- 94-
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a self-tauOt tinsmith rznufactured the tinware; bladisrAths
tended six fores which turned out all of the iron work;
chandlers rade a thousand candles a day; ropemakers rade six
thousand pounds of flax and hemp rope in season; and the
stocking weaver had four looms, upon each of which four pairs
of stockings could be woven in a day. Brick kilns turne out
thousands of excellent bricks; an oil-rill nade oils from
linseed, he, walnuts, and peach stones; the large grist-mill
could grind fifty-six barrels of grain in twenty-four hours--
enough to sueply both the community and the foreign trade.
There was also anohor flour-rill to which the farmers of the
neighborhecd brougt their grain to be ground.
33
The ar;:ents sho-!ee their ingenuity and thri -7tiness
by raking quicklime from mussel shells gathered from the nearby
.abash River bed. .frong their manufactured products were
straw hats and baskets, by which loose unused straw from their
barns was converted into profit. In 1818 the Gerrans dis-
covered that dried peach kernels contained an oily substance.
Upon their first trial they pressed out of seven pecks of such
!:ernels five gallons of excellent oil, very little inferior to
scet oil. ,f,fterwards husbandmen spent their lone winter evenings
oi ket seasons obtainino the peach kernels. Schoolboys also
spert. their pLstire 5etw2en scheol hours at this cc.cupation.34
31-
!'ar m;!...i3 on. 47-P).
34.",rchivcs, '.:orkingTen's Institute, Ney Harmony,
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The ::appites had one large store in -hich they deposited
all the manufactured articles not needed for immediate
consu.npticn. The neiohboring settlers for rniles around eacierly
ourchased these coeds, not only because of 4-jeir excellent
quality but also because of the economical price. Courtney
reported:
:uring the short tire I remained in thesettlement, I should suppose that from thirtyto fifty saddle horses, and a few wagons arriveddaily from within a circle of about 100 miles incircumference, with customers of both sexes, topurchase European, East and Vest Indian goods, orto bu; and sell country produce. This store was7ananed by ;:sr. 4ker ,:ho held the rant' next toFrederick Flapp.3D
nesides the suroluses of agriculture and industrial
crafts, the co! munit..;, sold seed, hops, her', tobacco, suoar,
cheese, butter, linen, shingles, cattle, sheen, horses,
',cos, furs, and hides. From hunting and trapping on the
:ssilpash, many hundreds of skins of deer, bear, wolves, raccoons,
otters, beavers; minks; muskrats, an rabbits were sold. Still
other products ;hich added to the community's exchequer were
venison, pork, lard, tallow, bacon, egos, honey, apples, feathers,
quills, bristles, tar and powder.
36
In addition to the creat quantities of grain and other
vectables, bee:- and pork, that they raised, the value of their
:ro.7:ucts ;anufactured daily in r22 was esti-1.W as folln F:
745
- 5 rr-17:ony in 1819," lew Parccl , ' 14, 1933.
361:01e, 13. 79.
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Patters and shoe.akers, value per day S30.
Distillers and brevers 
Spinning and cardinc! 15.
r,lacksnith and coopers 15.
cloths (cotton) 25.
Po. voclen) 70.
Flannels 6nd lirdsey 20.
The Tannery 15.
1:agon rakers ard turners 12.
Steam and other mills 15.
Saddlers, etc 15.
.--2-627- 37
A letter from Frederick Rapp to Peter ss of Columbia, Missouri,
.]onuar:! 2, 1P:23, rave a '!'holesale price list of manufactured
articles:
1st nuality, be, black, etc.




Cassinets of various mixtures, per yard.. 0.75
Flannels of various colors, per yard 0.50
Fur hats, per dozen 36.
Merino wool hats, per dozen 18.
Domestic c,Jtten coos made here
Plaids, striped, ca7bray, checks, etc., rer yard.$ 0.25
!Arting, per yard  0.20
Sheetincs, per yard  0.28
Loots and shoes of all scrts at various prices
1:oolen socks, per dozen $ 6. ,8
SaddleT, per piece  9.-18-
Other than hair' the business center 'or the surro.,:ndiln
cov;::ry of Harroe, t;ie Harmonist $ociety carried on a larTe trade
rn and Shavmectown. Flouer told of the




assistance received from the Harronists in making his settle-ient
in Illinois by purchasing supplies from them. Larpe outlays of
food were needed during the first three years. The En2lish
• hooght previsions, some from Shaneetown, sixty miles away, and
some from ,larmonie, twenty-five miles distant. The chief supply
1
of flour, meal, whiskey, woolen and cotton cloth care from
rarronie. An iron handle broke frem a saw, and it was necessary
to send a man by horseback the twenty-five riles to Harmonic to
get it repaired. ;Ir. ioses Smith be'-an the first store at
!'lbion, Illinois, by purchasing a few articles from the Xarmonists
and retailing them. Flower said that his first hill with the
7,Tpites ar'ounted to $11,oen and he afterwards paid them rany
large sums. He estimated between the years 1218 and 1324, the
I
4
.2r7,an colonists received frw the Illinois settlement $150,000
39in hard cash.
The Germans sold their eanufactured articles throughout
the Ohio ard !lississippi valleys from rittslArzh to r;ew Orleans.
If they did not place all the products in their own stores, they
disposed of them throuch such agents as .Ahashi !!ay and Co. in
Pittsburgh, or Frederick Dent in St. Louis.
40'
 Sometimes flat-boat
carcoes from Harrony ..era sent as far as T;ew rrleans. In 1823
':-nat!-- an Lenz, a siYteen year old hey, tr-'ft: such a load valued
at $i,3, to .!P':! Orleans. T'r;s ccnsipvent consisted of 2t7; ketis
39  ::
lower, .;br..,y, p: 278.
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of lard, of butter, 60 bushels of corn and oats, 40
barrels of dliskey, 28 barrels of flour, 130 barrels of pork, 32
41
oxen and 1E, hogs.
The products of !?.appite fields ene forests sold in 1'318
for 513,141.83, in 1819 for $12,441.83.42 The Harmonists' wealth
and prosperity rapidly increased. Their fame became known, and
considerable additions were rade to the ;1-oup by the adrlission
of new merbers from Germany and from Gerran settlers in this
country.43 news item in Niles' Reoister, December 20, 1817,
said, The celebrated rarmony Society, v:-:ich lately erigrated
from Pennsylvania to Indiana, are delir.htfelly settled on the
.;-ecently received eicht ac'ditional rnerhers
":tray--WO &re expected."
So did the gappites do their l'ork that they suffered
relatively little in the 1819 economic crisis. !lien the
1!armonists first vent to Indiana, specie was splentiful but in
a fel., years this disappeared Fnd the depreciated Paper money
wcs alr,ozt the only money to be had. This money the Society
soreties refused to take, declining orders for ccods rather
than accept such pay for them. In 1819 Oen the whole nation
found itself in financial trouble, Frederick, by careful planning
ar bsiness ranaricent, kept the Society on an even ef-.ononlic






did suffer as its trade and commerce became limited, but the
corrunity was still a self-sufficient economic unit and its
standards of living were not affected. The rajor effect on
the crisis of 1819 was the lack of de-;;nd for woolen 5cods due
to keen coNpetition from foreign goods. Since commerce continued
on a restrictive scale from national economic circur, tances, the
colony devoted itself with added zeal to agriculture. The
Harronist internal economic structure was so balanced among
industry, agriculture, and commerce that when depression came
It simply r.eant a partial reduction of cash profits without a
decline in living standards.
44
The property and income of the .:ari ony Society in 1819
were high. 'hen Joshua -achtrieb later brought suit
the Society to obtain parent for his services because he h'.d
been unjustly excluded, the court's investigation showed the




Tuss, Harmonists, p. 51.




The onist Society in Indiana sear f to have reached
itspuJ: of prosperity in 1819. The European travelers who
visited the much-publicized settlement in this period returned
and wrote glowing accounts of its econonic success accomplished
by communal iivriQ, although sce criticized fee Rapps'
absolute control of the colony.
In spite ef its success the leaders found, as ten years
before in Pennslvania, certain conditions with which they
becarle dissatisfied. Strong rcasons must have caused
Father Rapp's desire to move the colony back near its former
location for the sale of the Indiana holdings was made at a
great sacrifice, though at a large advance over the orieinal
expenditure ten years before. Removal, too, reant the
sacrifice of a trade extending all over the adjacent states,
and down the :lississippi to. New Orleans, F.s well as the
teineeeent of t.:.e prosperous stores at Vincennes, Shceeeetown,
. 1
eeTi !erre ieute.
There much sreculation as to why Rapp sold rormnnie.
2ordhoff lists the .pites' reasons for leeving lndir:ra as
fever, ague, unpleasant neighbors, and remoteness from business
1





 But fever and ague, according to the statements of
the Harmonists themselves, had about disappeared in 1324. The
Rappites should have been able to defend therselves against
any plundering unorganized squatters. They found sore PiCficulty
in transporting supplies from Pittsburg, and Frederick realized
that a better market for their products muld be afforded in
the east. The influx of foreign goods had frustrated the
community efforts to expand its industrial activities. More-
over, the western country was not developing fast enough to
provide markets for the absorption of the Society's industrial
output, and the currency question was still a vexatious
problem. The envious neighbors were sometimes troublesome,
and in court. actions the decisions usually favored the
Harmonists' opponents.
3
William Cwen made a note in his Diary, Decerber 5, 1824,
of the following explanation by George Rapp to Robert Owen:
On being asked why he left the 1:abash, he (Rapp)
said the clileate did not agree with the Germans,
although the English and Americans found it quite
healthy; and then he said something about having
done there as much as he cculd for himself and the
neighborhood and the necessity of therefore
corseencing a new settlement. . .
7
- ;;ordnoll, societies, p. 76.
3
A letter fret.) Frederick Rapp in 1820 stated that theon account of the mill went aoainst the Harmonistsued t1Qt the 1 ,;11 hd beer' declared public property, ihih71 ecerid, Rapp did not propose to tolerate. Arndt, society,p. 2E4.
4




Robert Dale Owen concluded:
Rapp was absolute ruler, assuming to be such, in
virtue of a divine call, and it was said, probably
with truth, that he decided to sell out at Harmonie
because life there was getting to be easy and quiet,
with leisure for thought; and because he found it
difficult to keep his people in order, except during
the bustle and hard work which attend a new settle-
ment. At all events, he commissioned Mr. Qower to
offer the entire Harmony property for sale.'
By March 6, 1824, Papp had determined to sell Harmonie.
During the preceding year, Frederick had been roaming the country,
ostensibly on business, but keeping a sharp eye for desirable
tracts for a nee hone. He inspected lands along the ntlio
considered areas in Virginia, but finally selected a plot of
3,000 acres on the (Thio, eighteen miles below Pittsburgh.6 In
a letter to. Frederick on April 2, 1824, George Rapp stated that
this land pleased him very much and that he fully agreed to
its purchase. He also suggested that Frederick sketch the
town on paper exactly as he envisioned building it. Then plans
were made both in America and abroad for the sale of Harmonie on
the 'abash.
Uhen in March, 1824, Richard Flower was about to sail
for England he asked for specific information about the inceme
of the Harmony industries; he planned, if possible to interest
five or six large English capitalists. He was the riht man to
ad..'eeise and sell tl-,e holdings because he was as far liar
it 7,s. non-reric could be. Long bcfcrr, the sale was ever
5
Robert Dale Gwen, Threadi v " (London: TrOner
'lid Co., 1274), p. 210.
6
Lockaccd, Moveent, p. 32.
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mentioned Flower had spoken of Harmonie as "That wonder of the
West." Frederick rade an agreement with Flower whereas he was
to receive a commission of $5,000 for the sale of the property.7
neginning June 2, 1824, an advertisement appeared in the
country's principal newspapers such as the American Sentinel,
Walsh's  Gazette, The 1:ationa1 Gazette, and the Philadelphia
National Gazette and  Literary Register. The advertisement was




Town of Harmonie with 20,000 acres of first-rate land adjoining, situated on the east bank ofthe Dig Wabash, seventy riles by water from itsraouth, only fifteen miles by land from the OhioRiver. Wabash is navigable at all seasons forboats of twenty tons burden, and a great part of
the year for steamboats of middle class. Tvothousand acres of highly cultivated land, fifteenof it in vineyard, thirty-five in apple orchard,containiec 1,600 tearing apple and pear trees.Considerable peach orchards and pleasure gardenswith bearing and ornamental trees.
One large three-story water-power merchantmill; extensive factory of cotton and woolen goods,2 saw mills, 1 oil and hemp mill, 1 large brickand stone warehouse, 2 large granaries, 1 store,a large tavern, 6 large frame buildings used asrechanics shops, 1 tanyard of fifty vats, 3 framebarns, 50 x 100, with one threshing machine; 3large sheep stables; 6 two-story brick dwellings,60 x 60; AO to-stery brick and frame dwellings;86 log dwellings; all houses have stables9andaardens; 2 large distilleries; 1 brewery.
With this opportunity to buy such p thriving .17-erican
villacae, Richard Flower approached a Scotch philanthrepist at
7





the right psychological moment. Robert Owen's revolutionary
views and plans conflicted with the established wealth and
state Church of England. He had been ouch impressed by the
extraordinary accounts of the prosperity achieved by the
religious communities of America. Since The Philanthropist 
in 1817 had estirated the cost of startino a cooperative
village in Eneland at $450,000, the price of S150,000 which
Frederick Rapp asked made Harmonie seer a bargain. Robert
Dale Owen :;rote:
offer tempted my father. Pere was a villageready !,uilt, a territory caeable of supporting tensof thc:sands, in a country where the expression ofthous - t was free, and where the people were unsophis-ticate . I listened with delight to Mr. Flower'saccour._ of a frontier life, and vikpn. one --.orning,-; father asked Te, "Well, Robert. that sey you,'ew Lanark or Harmonie?" I answered withouthesitation, "Harmonie" . . . . Mr. Flower couldnot creeeal from us his amazement. saying, to me,I remember, "Does your father really think ofgiving up a position like this with every comfortand luxury, and taking his family to the wild lifeof the far west?" Pe did not know that ry father'sone ruling desire was for a vast theqter in whichto try his plans for social reform."
The whole land and town were seld for 5132,000.
11
There
was an after purchase--such as the stocks and tools of various
trades, and a considerable amount of livestock, altogether
amounting to S50,000. The whole possession of the German
7.appites chargcl hands, and what were the holdines of r;Ipp and
his essociates became those of Robert en."t•r. R?pp come
10
p. 210.
The deed is recor-'od at the Mt. 7ernon wrt rouse,Posey County, Indiana, Deed Record nook rr. 116-27.
4
to see Mr. Cwen, and in my house the bargain which transferred
the property was consurmated," related Flower.
12
The sale was rade at a sacrifice. Five years before the
Rappites' wealth had been estimated at one million dollars, or
S2,000 for every person, about ten times the per capita wealth
in the United States at that time.
13
The real estate was worth
nrobably a great deal more than Owen paid for it. In addition
to this material wealth, the Harmony Society had other wealth
that was not seen by outsiders. The opinion was that they had
vast amounts of silver bullion, estimated at two million dollars
or more. Reports were that the Rapp brothers occupied them-
selves for days carrying sacks of bullion from Rapp's cellar to
the river when they moved. The Society ol.ned also at this time
the main part of what is now the site of Terre Haute which had
been secured by the foreclosure of a thousand dollar mortgage.
With the sale of thsir.possessions it was necessary to
begin life anew. There was some evidence of a slight weariness
loy some of the congregation's members. A second city had been
'ride comfortable by a decade of work, and a new climate had been
Lonquered and rade healthy by the draining of swampland. To
remain on the 'Iabash t%eJld mean an easier life which they
cc.rtdinly Ceservcd after their toil and suffering. A third move
!.4 ,..i0-(.crins, new hardships, new discomfort, and for
I?,
Imer, Lptte_rs, p. 2f;3.
;,dtitrine cs assos and Edith Shay, "New Harmony,TroLna,' 7he±tnjir ....:nthb!, November, 1940, p. 605.
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many mcters ten yurs had taken a toll of their strength. This
latest .'ove then was a severe test of the people's faith in
Father Papp's 1eadership.
14
About a rf_.nth after the purchase of the new Pennsylvania
site, an advance guard under George Papp started via steamboat
up the river to beyin :or on the new location. Frederick
chartered from J. and W. Stewart of Louisville the stevtoat,
Ploughbov, to go to Harmonie to convey "whatever amount of
freight, and number of passengers the said Rapp may choose to
put on beard, provided he does not overload her." On the
afternoon of ay 24, .round four o'clock, the first !!armonist
group left its home On the Wabash. A c:escription of the members'
departure as Oven in The Daily Observer by one who took part
in the journey.
A touching farewell took place, and under theescort of our friends and with their blessed goodwishes we embarked on our boat. The separation wasa tear which continually became greater, for at theshot of a cannon we were pushed away from the shore,and that so rapidly that towards six o'clock we hadalready sailed around the Island. There a few ofour shepherds were still standing, who waved afinal farewell to, but we were quickly taken outof their sight for in one hour we covered twelvemiles so Wt around ten at night we moved intothe Chio.
:t , a's no easy task to move seven hundred people and a
larLc: ,nt of freight six hundred miles up river to the new
site. Cne of Frederick's old dreams was to build a steambcat.
14
!A-ndt, Societ, p. 310.
l.
p. 306.
in Pittsburg the Harmonists fulfilled this dream by having
their own boat constructed which they christened the Uilliam Penn.
In addition, they hircd other boats to provide the needed
transportation.
From January, 1825, the preparations for moving from
Indiana were intensified. The Rappites arranged many transports,
and with spring the speed with which they moved increased.
Early in March, George Rapp called for more skilled workers to
be sent up with tools and harnesses for the horses. Steamboat
after steamboat started up the Ohio with loads, but many cot
stuck at the falls or in other places because of low water.
Either cargo had to be unloaded and packed into keelboats or
they had to wait until the waters rose. Puring all the activity
in :ndiana many cattle were stolen, and fever began anew,
though more mildly than previous attacks.
By the end of :larch many boats with goods that had been
1
at the falls because cf lcw water be:an arriving in
Pennsylvania; more Harmonists were coming on less heavily
loaded steamboats. On April 5 a large number arriving on the
:J11iam Penn announced its coming by a shot as the boat passed
the steamer, Beaver. The Lawrenceburgh,Indiana,Palladium,
',,ay 13, 1225, reported:
A few evenings since the steamboat Folivar passedthis place, with a full band of drums, fifes, flutes,flagolets, baopices, etc. on toard. So soon as thesicwas heard, the cry of 'Lafaettel' was echoedLnd reechoed from every quarter of the town, and thecitizens rushed in numbers to the beach, to beholdthe adored defender of our infant PJpuLlic. . . .'.:Jt alas: hnw are we su!-,ject to cisal,:oint-rent:
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.1 Instead of the revered Lafayette, the boat contained
a number of Harronites, who were returning near to
their former place of residence in Pennsylvania, and
were playing on this band of instruments, for their
own amusement. . . .
Through April the water was somewhat higher, but
streamboats bearing passengers and goods continued to run
aground during the journey. After the William Penn had again
run aground off Shawneetown early in May, she finally reached
Harmonic on the morning of May 5 for her last call. Ey two
o'clock that afternoon everything was loaded and the remainder
of the Harmenists assembled at Mr. Rapp's house. The eomen sang
some farewell hymns and the band played several tunes in front
of the house. The pecple who had come to New Harmony to settle
C,wen gathered to eatch. An eye witness account of this
final departure was recorded in MacDonald's Diary:
About three o'clock the Party proceeded towardsthe river singing and playing music. At the end of
the town they stopped, turned around and sang a fare-well hymn and blessing to the Settlement, and after-
wards continued on to the boat. Before embarking
Mr. Owen caught the opportunity to .express aloud his
great sense of their integrity, strict justice and
kindness, and said that in all the court of his
experience he had never met with so honest and
affectionate a body of people. He was so much
affected during his address that he could hardly
speak. The whole scene, was truly interesting and
apreared to rake great impression upon the persons
assembled. All the men ard women shook hands with
the company around, and then went back on board. A
un was fired and the steamboat got under way. As
she ,!':!!n the stream both partics continued for
svle t ;:lving hats and handkerchiefs, y`lile theLL,Tid t.) -H: a march. I never in my - 1-e • T - ned
!,oe after partinc with with Sc 4,
feeling as that (to me) melancholy aftereeen.'
16"eacDonald, . p. 293.
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A news item referring to the Harmonites, from the Ambridoe,
rennsilvania, Citizen July 13, 1923, said, "Er:barked at Marmonie,
Indiana, May 24, 1824, on the Plouohbov, Captain Swazer, arriving
at Economy, Pennsylvania, June 6, at eleven A.M. A number
arriving later for they had to drive cows, steers, and horses
across the country..17
The Indianapolis Gazette in cor:menting on the removal
of the Harmonites expressed its deep regret at their departure
from Indiana.
The industry and enterprise of these people havegreatly added to the convenience of our citizens; andunless Mr. C.;:en proves successful in his Views ofSociety, their loss will be severely felt. They have,however, left a fine village, and a large tract ofcountry under cultivation, considerable machinery formanufacturers, which may be improved, and wile withus were examples of industry and punctuality, and wehope have left trees in this particular, tat willnot be forgotten. 1°
The Rappites left with a characteristic farewell. Under
an upper stairway of old No! 2 was inscribed a chalk-written
message which reads today like a prayer and benediction of old:
"In the 24th of May, 1824, we have departed. Lord, with thy
great help and goodness, in body and soul protect us. L. Scheel."
19
Thouah some lamented the departure from Harmonic, arrival
at their new home of Economy, Pennsylvania was greeted with
enthusiasm. The Pitts'ournh Gazette reported:_ _ . . _ _ _ _
17, -)AaLridqe, TN,r,silvania is the preent town of theHiir,onists' last villace site, Economy.
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The return to our neighborhood of that industriousand perservering society of Germans, generally knownas the Harmonites - under George Rapp - has excitedconsiderable speculation. . . . Their prosperity, andabove all, their manners; their simple and unostentatiousdemeanor; their peaceful and unoffending disposition,blended with their useful mechanical genius, and theaPParent beauty of their internal government, haveacquired for thel a place in the puiglic mind highlyinteresting, as well as creditable.'
Papp again embarked on the task of building a new
town quite similar to the previous settlements. However, his towns
were, in his mind, but training camps, in which his fcllowers
eiight be aptly drilled for posts of special honor in the millenial
kingdom. His lifetime policy was to impress on the Harmonists
the biblical sentiment that they were only strangers and so-
journers here.21
hie the Rappites settled into their new home, Owen
surveyed his village, Harmonie. Here was concrete evidence that
cooperation among men was possible. But he, like all visitors
to the Rappite cormunity, saw something else: that the
Rappites though yell-clothed, well-housed, and well-fed, were
a dour-faced, unhappy lot. His gentle reason repudiated their
religious fanaticism, the unnatural restraints of their life,
the iron dictatorship of Rapp. But, without these dra'hacks, he
conterr:plated, what a Utopia New Harmony might be:22
20'Th Pittsbur0 Gazette, Nov. 35, 1225._ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _
21Schcelcraft, Travels, p. 709.








Much has been written on the rise and fall of various
American Communitarian experiments. The success of any of
these attempts, as in other endeavors, depended upon wise
leadership, able management, and capable and loyal followers.
1
From an economic standpoint, at least, one might call the
Harmonist Society successful communism; its history perhaps
forms the nearest approach to a justification of cor7runistic
association; but to '..hat extent this justification could
continue would be determined only by an analysis of the
elements contributing to its success.
The importance of religion cannot be over estimated in
socicties like that of the rarmonists. Upon religious grounds
their community was founded; religion was the guiding principle
of their daily lives. They would not surrender the slightest
iota of their devout beliefs because these doctrines were far
more important to them than econulics. Pealth meant nothing to
them. They wanted to live like the Apostles, without any
possessions at all, trusting always and only in the Lord; t:ey
kfle tie care of their bodies, Ht they theselves
would !ave to take care of their souls. 5eino concerned with





irmortality - the new life immediately ahead of them when Christ
returned for the.: - their temporal pocketboos gave -cher no
worry. They wanted little of life, because they thought it
had little to offer.2 They evidenced srall interest in
governors, proprietors, or kins, but had greater concern in
the preservation and pefletuation of their lives in such a
eay as wculd lead them into the vineyards of eternity.3 A
more tangible thing to them than the Holy Ghost was the
Harmcnische Geist or Harmonist Spirit. This became not only
v:.hat right be termed the Society's religion but its very life.
The hest philosophy of the Rappites which explains
why they were one of the rtost successful of the utopian
colonies as ccndensed in ThouGhts on the Destine of
Rapp's opinion was that in America nothing hindered the Society
from practicing its belief. He ardently hoped and believed
"that this sublime predestined systerl of Brotherly Union and
Social Har7ony" would be universally establishee-i for the
restoration of the golden age, the dignity of huran character,
and the happiness of man.
The Psappites loved George Rapp dearly and recognized
him as their genius. Because of this adoration of him as their
religious leJder and teacher, he was accused by outsiders of
playing on the ..lembers' ignorance a.nd seperstition to kcap
2Calverton, Anels, p. 170.
'ibid.
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- from rebellion. He was ignorant of scholastic theology,
but his simple homiletics, native eloquence, and heightened
enthusiasm drew the illiterate to him.4
Pne of the followers confessed:
The members of the Society were not allowed to
learn the English language; never were allowed to
have intercourse with persons who spoke English,
except those whose business required it. For that
reason members were not permitted to walk outside
the lands of the society; they were forbidden to
do so by Mr. Rapp.5
Thus Mr. Rapp raised a wall around the colony from the
beginning, over which its members might not pass except for
trading activities. For seventy years most of the Harmonists
dwelt alone, culturally segregated at each of their successive
-ftc2tions'from their fellow men, and indifferent to the
industrial and social changes of the time. They never adopted
American ideas nor learned to estimate things by other than
their obsolete old country,standards. Although closely
approached on every side by the advanced lines of perican
enterprise, few of them besides their leaders ever saw more
of the world than was visible from the church tower. They
consequently failed to draw inspiration from American free
institutions and never aspired to any political positions.6
George Flower wrote:
This singular community of Germans had little or
no communication with the outside world, except throogh




the miller, the storekeeper, the tavern Peeper,
and :1". Rapp. ;le need not be surprised at the care
with which Rapp tried to keep his community from
general intercourse. Notwithstanding their strong
religious bond, it is very doubtful if Rapp's
society could na,ve been kept together if they had
spoken English.'
Rapp appeared to be content in supplying physical
necessities, so far as house, clothing, food, and fuel, and
in checking the ror,-;1 evils which arise from want. Other
evils he thought !rust be endured, and co:Tensation looked for
in another world. "In effect," he said, "the plan cannot be
improved; be content with what you have cot, co on as you are
going - you do all the Yorking, and I will do e,11 the
praying.118
So econorli7-?lly successful as Rapp's group that it
became the envy of surrounding areas. People came from near
e-nd far to yitness the •7iracle of the colony. Sirple hunters,
humble farmers, and sophisticated travelers paused to wonder
.:hen they saw it. ;ere was a community which lived as
unselfishly as the Christian Apostles and which thrived better
than those croups and settlements which were dominated by
individual greed for gain. "Even the doos propelling the
9treadmill seemed cooperative."
Flower noticed that all who went to Parmony were
surprised at how the hecessities and comforts of life were
7-








acouired and enjoyed by every member of Papp's community. nen
compared with the privations and discomforts to which individual
settlers were exposed in backwoods' experiences, the contrast
.:as very striking. The poor hunter who bought a bushel of corn
to be ground envied the Rappites oho inhabited good houses,
surrounded by pleasant gardens, who were completely clothed in
garments of the best quality, and who were regularly supplied
with meal, meat, and fuel. These conditions caused the hunter
to contrast the comforts and conveniences surrounding the
Harmonists' ev:ellings with the dirt, desolation and discorforts
of his own log-hut. "I studies and I studies on it," ''as an
expression that depicted the feelings of every person who
ebtained a sight of Rapp's Geman corunity at 4armony.
10
That men's material wants could be obtained in abundance
without anxiety or undue labor :as satisfactorily proved by
Rapp's community. In the outlying territories few individual
settlers acquired great wealh, some acquired small wealth,
but Post acquired very little wealth. On the other hand, in
the Rappite community, no one obtained any individual riches,
yet everyone shared in the possessions of the group. This
meant that the community as a whole was far more affluent than
any of the surrounding settlements.
Robert Dale C.:en visited the Harmonist Colony with his
7-ather roert Owen prior to his purchase of it. The on saw its
exLerience as a marvellous success from a pecuniary poirt of
10




view; for at the time of the Harmonist immigration, the
colonists' prosperity did not exceed twenty-five dollars a
head, while in twenty-one years in 1825, a fair estimate
gave them t.:.o thousand dollars for each person.
11
Most agreed that life in the successful colony was
far sueerier to industrial or agricultural life "in the world."
Associated effort prevented wasted energy, produced many labor-
savine devices, and resulted in a higher standard of living than
that of the isolated workingman. No matter what the Harmonists
made, it was i'aithfully and honestly done, and their name was
honored by all. The advantages of living near the settlement
was widely recoenized and very often resulted in increased
value of the adjacent lard.
The utilitarian outlook that brought efficiency and
0-laterial success to the Harmony communitarian colony was also
responsible for certain disadvantages. One looked in vain
for highly educated, refined, cultivated, or elegant men and
women. Art was not known among them; mere beauty and grace
were undervalued, and even despised.12 In making an appraisal
of the corunity, Firkbeck thought:
This colony is useful to the neighborhood, . . .
they set a good example of neatness, but they are
des:,ised as ignorant; and men are not apt to imitate
what they scorn. Ienorant as the Harmonists may be,
when we contrast their neatness and order with -the
slovenl; h,a.bits of their neighbors, we see the coed
arisine from mere association, which advances these
p. 210.
1?!:cydhoff, Society, p. 399.
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poor people a century, probably more, on thesocial scale, beyond the solitary bins whobuild their huts in the wilderness.I3
Welby stated:
There was, I must confess after all a dullsameness pervading the place, which I am willingto attribute to German characteristics than totheir institutions. There is, too, a depressionof spirit which hangs about every ran far removedfrom the country which gave him birth, . . . theyseem according to their own ideas a happy people;and did they possess a little more liveliness,more polish, and talk English one might havelived among them, which is more than I felt in-clined to do in any other society we met with. 4
Robert Owen gave his evaluation of the Harmony
inhabitants by ccntemclating that the toil and suffering had
left their mark on the crave, stolid, often sad, German faces.
These people looked well fed, warmly clothed and seemed free
from anxiety. The animal had been sufficiently cared for, hut
Papp's disciples had Ecught these benefits too dearly. His
followers purchased these things by unquestioning submission
to an autocrat who had teen commissioned as he believed and
alleged, by God himself. He bade them to do this and that,
and they did it; required them to say as the disciples in
Jerusalem said, that none of the things they possessed were
their own, and they said it; commanded them to forego wedded
lire and all its incidents, and to this they also assented.
Owen concluded:
Their exneriment afforded conclusive proofOat, if a counity of persons are willing to
133irkbeck, Letters, p. 131.
14Welbv Visit p. 2C7.
tworrovoirlt40‘
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pay so high a price for abundant food, clothing,shelter and absolute freedom from pecuniary cares,they can readily obtain all this, working
leisurely, under a system of common labor, providedthe dictator to whom they submit is a good businessmanager.15
Despite a severe avoidance of political activities,
Frederick Rapp occasionally participated in campaisns. For
example, an election was held in several counties of the Indiana
Territory on Pay 13, 1816, for convention members to form a
state constitution. From the state's thirteen counties, they
elected forty members to the convention; Frederick Papp was
elected.le
There was a controversy concerning the location of the
Posey County seat at Clackford, which was too far rewoved from
Harmonie. This colony then numbering approximately a thousand,
contributed by far the Lajority of the county's residents. The
legislature passed an act, January 1, 1817, providing for
commissioners to relocate the county seat. When they met later,
Frederick Rapp proposed to build a courthouse at Springfield.
The commissioners eventually decided to accept his offer.17 rn
January 11, 1820, the legislature commissioned Frederick Rapp to
serve in lccating the new state capitol.18
150wen, WaI, p. 212.
16,oames A. Yoodburn, "Constitution Waking in Early Trdians:An Historical Survey," Indiana ”agazine of History, X (SepteMber,1914), 238.
17'Ernest V. Shockley, "County Seats and County Seat 1:'arsin Indiana," ibid. (Parch, 1914), 6-7.
1F, .4,na Peid, "Sketches of Early Indiana sFhators,"ibid. (December, 1913), 2-3.
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Frederick was also interestee in the new state's
financial status. A notice was posted on the Vincennes's bank
door on February 3, 1321, calling a stoct,holders' meeting to
examine the bank with a view to protecting depositors and
stockholders. At the meeting a new board of directors was
chosen, a e:oriber of which was Frederick Rapp. In addition, he
was appointed to serve in the organization of the thirteenth and
fourteenth branch banks in Posey and Gibson Counties, each to
have a capital stock of 510,r00.19 To participate in
political decisions, the Harmonites at an early date were
duly naturalized and they occsionally voted by Father Rapp's
orders, and under his direction, at general elections.20
Uhen this German colony left Harli,onie, a number which
preferred the western country's opportunities reraincd behind.
Among these were the Stacers and others whose nar,es became
familiar in the vicinity. Those who stayed were excellent farmers
and citizens. They gave character to the trend of German
i—migration in southwestern Indiana and determined the area's
dorin:nt nation1ity.21
Istimations of the Par7-3nists' influence brought forth
severe criticism and praise. A writer in The Atlantic !Ionthly,
1366, said:
10 Looan Esary, "The First Indira ranks," Ibid., VI
(December, 1910), 153.
20Nevin, Harecreists," p. 706.
%1Archives, 'AsrLinemen' 1r,st;tote, New Parrrony,
••••
Rapp is re.;lebered, already, even by the peoolewhom he meant to serve, only as a harsh aH tyrannicalruler, and his very scheme will not only prove futile,but be foreotten very soon after Frederick and Josephhave drunk their cup of hone-made wine and g9tne tosleep under the trees in the apple orchard.(
Sonoolcraft summarized, "Whoever, in contePiplatino them,
does not find much both to applaud and to condemn, rust look unon
thei with no ordinary eye."23
After the Harmonists moved to their new home, Economy,
Pennsylvania, trouble began to plague the settleent. A
German advent.„oer, Bernhard MU -11er, under the assumed title of
Count Maxmilian de Leon, joined the group. He soon began to
announce strange doctrines, such as marriage and a more worldly
life. He finally succeeded in bringing about a serious division.
The end of the dispute was an aoreer-ent to pay S105,000 to
Count Leon and his adherents for their nroperty. This group
withdrew froiTi the Harmonist Society and set up its own
commuritarian village on the Ohio ten miles below Economy. The
money received from the Rappites was soon wasted and the group
disbanded.24 After Frederick Rapp's death in 1835 and
Father Rapp's death in 1847, the Harmcnist members signed a new
agreement to perpetuate the Society. Seven elders were elected
to serve as trustees. The period following the Rapps' death
nt be described as a change from communal work to communal
22R. H. Davis, "The Harmonists," The  Atlantic lonthly,1116, n. 532.
23
Schoolcraft, Travels, p. 171.
24LockwoDd, ;,:ovenent, p. 34.
investnents. The rmonists became pioneers in the recrican
oil industry; they were among the first to build an oil
pipeline. They participated in the building of several
railroads, including the Pittsburgh and Lake Erie Railroad.25
Eventually, the senior trustees died, leaving John Puss
the only remaining one to conclude the group's business. when
he assumed the management of the Society's affairs, lawsuits by
sore Hamonist descendants threatened to wipe out the last
vestige of property. Only six Society members remained. in 1093,
the Liberty Land Company of Pittsburgh purchased the entire
Rappite estate of 2500 acres for a price said to have been four
million dollars. Also in 1903, under decision of the Supreme
Court of the C,nited States, Ouss was empowered to teate the
Society's affairs. So the last dollar of the millions heaped
up through the patient labor of !:armonists passed to individual
tank accounts; factories and homes covered the lands once tilled
by the Rappites; those who lived and labored in the hope of
realizing the communism of the early Christians were laid to rest
under the e,oundless green of the Rappite burying-ground. Strangely
enough, ,3ohn Cuss, the successor to the authority of George Rapp,
became a married man with two cJldren.26
25.
Society., p. 581.
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